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CHAPTER I.

IlTSGJICTICl

State expenditures and responsibilities Rave 
increased tremendously during the first half of the twentieth 
eenturyo The need for schools and other educational benefits 
along with the need for highways and their maintenance, the . 
increased costs of state administration of services9 and many 
other benefits that are being provided on the state level have 
caused the need for a new method of taxation in order to 
obtain the reyenue for this, growing list of benefitsc In 1911 
Wisconsin was the first state to enact a modern law levying 
a tax on incomes o The success of Wisconsinfs experiment with 
taxing incomes paved the way for other states to adopt this 
method of securing revenue„

As Walter Heller has pointed out, a perhaps more 
spectacular development in the past several years of state 
income taxation has been the increased state dependency on 
revenue from the income tax® In 1939$ only five states 
realized more than fifteen percent of total revenue: from 
their state income tax system^ In 1931 $ nineteen states 
realized more than fifteen percent and twelve additional

1
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'states more than twelve pereeat from this source*1

With the use of the lueome tax hy states as a source 
of revenue come many conceptual problems® The problems of 
what forms of income to tax and at what rates are two of the 
many problems to he deeidedo Also9 in accordance with eco
nomic theory and public opinion, there were certain equitable 
principles to which to adhereo ©ne of the many problems of 
those who drew up such taxation methods was the matter of 
allowing an exemption that would, in effect, discriminate in 
favor of certain taxpayers or tax units in the same net 
income group® According to Professor Harley lutz, the nature
of the exemption suggests that something exists which would

2be taxable but for the exemption policy® Just why was it
deemed necessary to allow certain exemptions to be subtracted
from net income before applying a certain tax rate thereby
treating etual-net incomes unequally? Or, since other taxes
in the tax system of a state do not allow any exemption or
provisions for family position, is an exemption on this basis
really necessary? These questions are basic to any study of

' ’ - state exemptions, the answers to which will be found only by
a patient search of economic theory and the application of

Walter'W® Heller and Clara Penniman, State Income 
Tax Administration (Public Administration Service, Illinois,
1 9591 '» P© '.1 ~ . v > /  '

2Hariey heist lutz. Public finance (Bo Appleton - 
©entury Oompany Incorporated, lew York, 193©),-P® 6980
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tkis theory to reality0 . ..
$]aerefore s Chapter .IIs '‘Exemption Theoryg 11 will 

traee the development of the reasons for exempting a certain 
amount of income from taxations The exemption provisions 
grew ©nt of the ability-to-pay principle of taxation» In 
order to comply to the theory of ability-to-pays, exemptions 
are given for the reasons that those who have no tax paying 
ability should not be taxed$ - and that a personSs minimum-level" 
of subsistanee should be protected from taxations Further$, 
beearnse much state revenue is collected from indirect taxes 
such as sales taxesj the greater burden of taxation lies with 
the lower income groups $, and these groups should be compensated 
by allowing them an exemption from the taxation of incomes c.
.from this theoretical background will be drawn certain charac
teristics of a good exemption policyo

Chapter III/ ^The facts of State Personal Income 
Tax Exemptions j*' will set forth the provisions and differences 
of individual state exemption policies as they exist in 1960» 
Certain trends in state exemption policy will be noted along 
with changes in exemptions and rate structurescomparing 
196© to 1949o

Chapter 1?$, 18State Personal Exemptions and a Good 
Exemption Policys,” will illustrate Just how present policy 
deviates from a good exemption policy6 Also, a study of a 
staters tax system will be presented to illustrate not only



the result of the study hut the difficulties involved and 
the assumptions to he made in making such a study0

The concluding chapter will set forth possible 
changes in;exemption policy.that should be made in order to 
conform with a good exemption policy9 and other alternatives 
which would offset any inequitable burden in the tax system*



0E4FT1H II

EXEMPTI01 THEORY

In order to present a eemplete study of exemption 
poliey and to draw any meaningful eonelusions regarding a 
good exemption poliey, one must know the theoretical back
ground and rationale for having the exemption0 Basically, 
the provision for some sort of exemption that would discrimi
nate on the "basis of certain situations of the taxpayer grew 
out of the ability to pay approach to taxation* Prom this 
evolved ideas regarding the exemption of a minimum of sub- 
sistance amount from the taxpayer1s •income * This idea has 
been explained by many individuals and has been criticized on 
certain groundso Further9 an exemption that would protect an 
individual^ subsistance income would tend to eoumteraet other 
taxes imposed, in the. tax system that bear heavily and unequally 
upon persons in lower income groups0 Thus there are many 
ideas and arguments for including the exemption provision in 
the income tax*

A i m  TT TO. PAT . A1B THE EXllPTIC)! ;
One of the most fundamental approaches to taxation 

has been the ability to pay approach which holds that persons 
in equal positions should be treated equally0 This means that



those with equal ability to pay should be treated equally9 
horizontal equity, and those with unequal ability to pay should 
be treated unequally, vertieal equity*^ But what shall be the 
proper index of equality?

In the early stages of taxation ability referred to 
property and equality was based on the ownership of propertyo 
As society progressed from an agrarian economy to an economy 
that was highly industrialized in which the worker became 
separated from the actual ownership of property, income became 
the index of equality0• fhen,the problem became one of defin
ing just what types of income should be taxedo Adam Smith 
said that wages and necessities which composed the real sub
sistence income should be exempted from taxation because taxes 
on the poor are bound to be.shifted0 Taxable income, .there
fore, should be defined as surplus income or income above 
subsi'stance0 (Controversy involving the shifting of a tax 
on the minimum of subsistance will be treated later in this 
chaptero) Smith8 s thoughts present an argument on what index 
to use as a basis for equality«, Today, certain states, such, 
as Tennessee, impose a tax on certain, kinds of incomeB Cue , 
state, Massachusetts, allows different amounts of exemptions

^lichard A<, Musgrave, The Theory of Public finance 
. (McSraw-lill look Company, Incorporated, lew Tork, 1 ,
1600 ' ' . : ; ' ' :■ ' ; ' !.; '■r.



to >6 applied to different types of income0 This illustrates 
the fact that the eohtrdTers^ ©b. what kinds of income should 
he taxed and what types of income should he used as an index 
of equality is still ■.unsettled».

After deciding on the proper index of equality§,
'whieh hy popular approval and use was inoome there arises the 
problem of defining the tax paying unite As Husgrave says, 
if the strueture of seeiety were exaetly the;same -« same . 
family strueture with equal amounts of dependents ■= the pro
blem of defining horizontal equity seems to be solved by 
defining the index of equalityo Butg as he points outg, the 
strueture of society is not the same0 A married man with 
four dependents will be less well off than a single man with 
the same incomeo Therefore9 in tax theory and practice, this 
inequality is recognized by allowing certain exemptions in 
relation to family size® Similar considerations are given to 
groups subject to advanced age and certain afflictions, such 
as blindness

Although Pigou explains the need for an exemption 
through the broader concept of equal sacrifice, he concludes 
by saying that the best tax is one that minimizes the total 
sacrifice involved, thereby equating the marginal sacrifices 
of all taxpayerso Obviously, no income tax could impose equal 
sacrifice upon all taxpayers if the amount of tax to be paid



fry eaeh of them depended merely upon the size of his income 
without taking other elements of his situation into aeoounto 
Bqmality of sacrifice taxation must fre adjusted; not merely 
to the various amounts of income received fry persons whose 
incidental circumstances are similar$, frut also to the various 
incidental circumstances of persons in receipt of equal 
incomes

Pigou admits that;, ideally; -the scale of the 
allowances should fre related to many other conditions "besides 
the mere size of the familye. “It is manifestly afrsurd to 
assume that a family with four daughters in high school or 
college can live as well on the same income as can a family 
with four children under ten years of age**? Practicallyg 
however $, this elas s of consideration eanno t fre taken into

' Qaccounto ' Ihus9 it is essential to the concept of eq.ual 
sacrifice for some exemption to fre applied in accordance with 
,a #an^s eireumstanees e the profrlem then is deciding how large 
allowances should fre made for differences in the numfrer of 
dependentse : Pigou .says, that some allowance ought to fre made

6A 0 Go Piaouo A Study in Pufrlic Finance (Macmillan 
and Oompany limited, London9 1925J9 p0 1©1®

%ing, Journal of Political Poonomm« Volume XXIX; 
p0 583 as quoted in-i.o G® PigoU; Op® cit0 9 p0 1010 .

% o c @ Git® , ■ .1



at all levels of Incomes...for .at all levels a bachelor has 
more free money than a man with an equal Income who has 
children to support0 But* if the principle of equal sacrifice 
requires a man with a wife and three children to he taxed at 
sixty percent of what a bachelor is taxed at a given income 
level* it will require the family man to be taxed more than 
sixty percent of what the. bachelor is taxed at a higher in
come levels More generally* equal sacrifice will require the 
fraction which the family man|s tax forms of the bachelor!s
tax to rise as the income level riseso

This denotes the need for an exemption that will 
vary inversely with the level of income« As the level of 
income rises the equivalent amount of exemption becomes less® 
Bnder the flat exemption provision used in the federal income 
tax and also used by a magofity of the states taxing incomes * 
the results are that a married man with two children receives 
the same exemption at all levels of income rather than
receiving a lesser exemption as his income rises® The tax
credit provision is said to nullify this error® This will 
be considered further in Chapter III®

THE MIZIETOE OS' S¥!SIS$AH©E
The protection of some minimum of subsistence has 

long been a reason for allowing an exemption® As noted

9Ibidoo p® 102® /



pr eY iomslyAdam Smith advocated protection of a minimum 
of snbsistance because he believed any tax on this minimum 
would be shifted and therefore would not apply to the tax
payer 0 The argument for protesting a minimum of subsistence 
is but a further interpretation, of the ability to pay 
doctrine and equal treatment of equals* Persons with negative 
ability should be aided by society; those with no ability 
should pay me taxes; and those with ability should be taxed 
according to that ability» There are several arguments based 
on many different ideas for exempting a minimum of subsis- 
tanee and, conversly, there are many arguments against this 
reason for applying an exemption^ It is wise for one to 
examine these for a better understanding of the concept of a 
minimum of subsistanee®

• Since taxation is merely a method of acquiring 
revenue for the activities of the government@ all persons of 
taxable units should contribute etmally to its support0 
Taxation, therefore, for the support of government must be 
considered as much a part of the necessary outlays of the 
individual as any other kind of expense® This relationship 
is the only tenable ground for interpreting the relations of 
the individual to the state®

,Seligman does not agree with this® It is futile to 
speak of taxes as part of the necessary expenditures of the

1°See page 6®



indiri&male If wages are saffieiemt for only a bare minimum 
of subs 1 stance $, to eneroaek upon this bare minimum by taxation 
is to require the minimum to be maintained in some other way0 
The taxpayer, now having paid some of his minimum income in 
the form of taxes, will have to be supported by a system of 
poor relief0 It is diffioult to see any rationale for first 
taking away money from an individual and then9 because he 
cannot exist,- giving it back to him in the form of poor 
relief6. Also, if ineomes.are only sufficient to enable the 
worker to maintain his standard of living, any tax liability 
will only tend to lower his standard of living® This cannot 
be contemplated by our modern democracy, one of whose chief
concerns is to maintain and even to raise the standard of life

. : 1 1 '' - - ■ ■ . : ■ for its citizenso
Another view or argument against exempting a 

minimum of subsistence was expressed earlier by Eedulloeh and 
later by Professor Taussigo; Their idea was that the rich and
poor pay the same prices in .the market place and should
therefore, pay the Same rates of taxation® Any exemption 
would affect the taxpayers effeetive rate of tax and would

^Edwin E® Ao Sellman. The Income Tax (The
Macmillan Company, lew York, 1921), p®"27, and national 
Industrial Conference Board, Incorporated, 1930, State 
Income Taxes Volume II®, p® 45®



12 .
iotreat taxpayers tiaetually.o.,.

A further argtuneht, against exempting the minimum of
suhsistance is that the operation is impraetioatile, because of,
the impossibility of measuring the minimum on the one hand.,
and the great-obstacles of adjusting the tax system to exempt
the stated minimum9 on the other® A possible method of
measuring the minimum will be given towards the end of this
chapter® This argument also brings up the point that other
taxes in the system do not have any provisions for exempting
the minimum of subs is tane e 9 and that the difficulties of
providing for a minimum of subsistance by these taxes would ;
outweigh any gain® This also will be taken up in a later
part of this chapter®

A more general argument against this type of
exemption has been expressed by Marshall and Stamp® Their
idea is that state expenditures may be more productive than
private expenditures 9 and that the gains of the poorest
classes from the taxation of subsistance may be greater than

1 %the sacrifices entailed in the taxation® v This theory is

^MeGulloehj Treatise Qn Taxation Second Bdition 
18459 pp® 17»21s and Taussig9 Principles of Economics Third 
Idition 1921 Volume II9 p® 510 as used by Alfred G-® luehler9 
"Taxation and the Minimum of,.SubsistanceAmerican Economic 
lie view Volume 23 s; 19339 p® 236 ®

^Marshall9 "After-War Problems9" quoted by Stamps 
Principles of Taxation-1921„ p® 49g and Stamp, Ibid®® pp® 71- 
76 and as used, by Alfred G-o Puehler, Op® oit®, p® 236®
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"based om tke fact that at certain times gcverameBt Baj be 
better etnipped' to. deal with problems that face lower income 
groups

An argument in favor of exempting the minimum of 
smbsistamee uses as its basis the relationship between the 
demand for and the supply of public services® It is alleged 
that those who have scarcely enough to satisfy the Elementary 
needs of existence cannot appreciate the marginal utility of 
public goods0 They do not demand these services even if they 
consume them® le Titi de Hareo argues against this idea by 
saying that every income owes taxes from the moment of its 
origin as long as public services figure in Its cost of 
produetiono This means that the demand for public services . 
existss, at least in part, prior to the production of income0 
In order to produce income there is a need for public ser
vices and to exempt someone from taxation will only place a
greater burden on others because the cost of public services

14must be paid in any case o / This still leaves unanswered the 
fuestion of how one is to assess each income to provide for 
the most equitable distribution of the tax burden®

There has also been a welfare approach to the 
minimum of subsistance presented by Hobson and Dalton, .

^Antonio De Titi de Marco, I'irst Principles of 
Public Finance (Earcourt Brace and Oompany Incorporated9 
lew York, 193^)s p, 284,
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They say that even in the richest nations a large amter of 
persons receive ineomes just equal to or less than a minimum 
of subsistanee9 and that it is desirable for the welfare of 
society to exempt such persons from crushing taxatione^^

Shifting of the fax on the Minimum of Subsistanee'o
The Physiocrats9 Ricardo 9 Mill and others9 have 

stated that any taxation of persons existing on bare subsist 
tanee income will ultimately be shifted from the poorest 
incomes in society to the riGher classes through readjust- 
ments in the population supply and advancesin wage rates*^
A serious short run eonsetuence that may arise from this is 
that any taxation of the subsistanee minimum would tend to 
make the taxpayer a. public charge and therefore the cost of 
his care and eontinmanee will be paid by the richer classes 
of incomeo

long run consequences consist of a.combination of 
affects on wages and population0 Any taxes imposed on the 
necessities of existence raise their prices in the.long run 
and thereby lessen the purchasing power of wages! laaller

1 % 0bson9 Taxation in the Modern State and laltons 
Principles of Public.Finance,, 1921, pp0 81 ff0 as used by 
Bushier, ®pa cito9 p0.235*

"16Rieard©, Principles of Political Iconomv, Third 
Edition, 18219 Ohapter XVI9 and John•Stewert Mill, Principles 
of Political Economy 0 Seventh Edition 1871 $, edited by ¥« J6 
Ashley9 Book J s Chapter II, Section 3 and Book 1 s Chapter.VI, 
Section 29 as used by Bushier„ 0po cito* p.0 235o



families must result from the reduetioa ©f real Income by 
taxation9 at least among those families maintaining ©mlj a 
minimum of sutsistanee 0 Eventually9 through restrietioms 
upon the hirth rate and a higher death rate9 population 
will be redueed smffieiently to enable the working ©lasses

*) 7to support themselves in spite of taxese 1

Buehler points out that modern students of popular 
tion problems have found that large populations may present 
embarrassing seeial and economic situations $, but it seems 
that a mere logical foundation for the theory of the exemp
tion of a minimum of smbsistamee from taxation is the assump
tion that taxation should not be employed to modify the 
conditions of population9 but to raise revenueG If it is 
desired to place restrictions upon population9 there are 
better methods than taxation for attaining this end® She 
limitations of taxation, upon population are effected more or - 
less blindly and ppimfully® luehler8s conclusion is that 
taxation should not disturb the fundamental forces that 
determine population® Bathers taxation should provide reve
nues without altering population tendencies, or at least until 
agreement is reached concerning the direction that population 
should take® Further, any use of taxation to limit or reduce 
the growth of population could only be completed through



processes entailing long rmn a&jmstments that might he 
painful to lower income groups,and might tend to deepen the 
inequalities of classes hy pushing the poorest groups further

1 ointo the grips of poverty0 Therefore„ any tax that is 
imposed upon suhsistanee should have some exemption provi
sion exempting a minimum of suhsistanee0

The Exemption and Government Expenditure Awareness 0
The argument here is not one for a certain exemption 

in place of another9 hut for no exemptions at all0 This 
so called political argument as presented hy Seligman8 is 
that the exemption of a considerahle eBass of individuals is 
especially dangerous in a democracy with universal suffrage0 
If everyone has a voice in voting how much money shall he 
spent and how the expenditure shall he made, and if$ on the 
other hand9 only a small class of voters contribute to the 
expenditures9 there is a grave danger of abuse and extrava
gance o The majority of those who are not taxed due to the 
exemption provision will vote in favor of increased govern
ment spending9 for they will reap some of the profits and 
benefits from this without paying for them,1^ It is said 
further$, that taxation induces interest in government and 
each member of society should share in the expenses of 
government even though his share is small0

. 18Ibido9 P* 243»



A refinement of this idea was presented by the 
State School Tax Ooamissipner of Delaware in 193G when he 
commented on assessing every resident a #3eQQ filing fee.
It was the contention of the, commissioner that every citizen 
should make some contribution however small, toward the 
maintenance of public schoolsc The Tax Commissioner of Forth 
Dakota in 1928 recommended broadening the scope of the income 
tax by lowering the exemptions0 He suggested that the exemp
tion for a single person should be lowered on the grounds 
that in the majority of cases single persons pay no real or 
personal property tax9 and therefore the income tax is their 
only contribution toward the support of the government<> The 
arguments of the commissioners overlooked the fact that even 
the smallest taxpayers make some contribution to both the 
state and federal government through the taxation of con
sumption®20 In regard to the application of poll taxesg 
which in the Delaware ease forced all persons to contribute 
to public schools s, it has been seen that many citizens are 
net sufficiently concerned about voting to pay their taxes®
The poorest segment of the population is usually the most 
ignorantj, and would be least apt to appreciate the functions 
of government®

It would therefore seem necessary to provide some

20Iational Industrial Conference Board9 Oja® olt® <, p® 47®



taxation iMat would MreLsa "îie lower ineome groups as well, 
as the higher income groups in order to create expenditure 
awareness o Tims % it is argued that eertaln sales taxes do, , 
gmst that@ It.is argued that the general sales tax is ahie 
t© exteat the real eosts,ef,goTernment t© individuals and 
groups of the population that.would otherwise escape taxation 
altogether,) Buchanan argues against the idea that the sales 
tax creates expenditure awareness when he says that this 
argument would have much to its support if it were not for 
the fact that sales taxation does not really cause imdivi= 
duals to "become conscious ©f the cost of government as 
represented in the real tax hurdemo The tax imposes a wedge 
hetween factor prices and,final product pricesg hut the 
individual factor owner or the individual consumer does not 
sense that his income is actually lower than it would other
wise he without the tax» Thus it seems clear that indirect 
taxation regardless of the form in which it is imposedj, 
tends to foster a genuine fiscal illusion on the part of the 
taxpayer.̂ -1

The ahove arguments conclude that there should he 
no exemption provision on the grounds that the income tax is 
the only tax that would directly affect taxpayers and voters 
and g, thus 9 is the only tax that imposes expenditure aware-

^  James M„ Buchanan0 The Puhllc Finances (hichard 
Bo Irwin Incorporated^ Illinois 9 19#©) g po ;



Bess® Seligmam points omt a eonelmsion that is very 
pertimemt and that irallifiestheworry over the lack of 
expenditure awareness mi - eertain groups of ineoae reeepients;® 
He says that even in the ease where the exemption prevents 
many persons in lower income classes from paying ineoae 
taxes9 the laek of expenditure awareness earn he overcome hy 
putting the control of expenditures in the hands of officials 
who have certain independence in considering the hesf inter
ests of the community® In a government of the representative 
type £, such as in the United States g allowing the decision to 
rest with eertain rational persons would place the needed 
control on any unnecessary expenditures® fhis would nullify
the argument that lower imeome groups lack expenditure 

22awareness®

liscal Reason for the Exemption®
©me of the most practical reasons for allowing 

discrimination to he included,in the income tax in the form 
of an exemption is that of administrative cost® fhe cost of 
collecting small increments.of revenue from many small 
individuals tends to he more than offset hy the additional 
costs incurred, in eolleeting this revenue® lot only is 
there the actual cost of collection hut there is the cost 
incurred when it becomes necessary to inforce the income tax



"by legal proeeedings© Generally speaking there is a level of 
imeome where the marginal.eost incurred in collecting the 
revenme "becomes greater- than the marginal revenue collected 
from this level of income®. Depending on the amount of vari
able costs incurred9 such as the special collection costs of 
legal proceedingsg the break even point of collections is far 
exceeded by our present exemption levels due to streamlined 
costs of collection and easier card reporting forms©

.fhis fiscal rehson has been set down by Seligman 
and laehler2^ but is best presented by ®e Yiti de Marco0 
He says that the theory of economy in collection calls 
attention to the difficulty that the treasury encounters in 
eelleetimg the tax on incomes from millions of workers who 
have small incomes and are pressed by Immediate needs and 
who do not offer any real guarantee that they will pay taxes© 
Hence it is more economical that the tax which is owed by 
the parts of the total income that go to pay thousands of 
ihdividuals their very small wages9 should be paid by the 
enterprise - that is 9 by the entrepreneur on behalf of the 
labourers© Thuss those with little capacity to pay should 
be exempt from taxation^ the burden being passed on to 
others in better money positions to pay©^ There seems to

- l ibido 0 p© 687s luehlers Op© cito * p© 235$, and 
Jfational industrial Conference Boards ®p© cito <, p© 47©

2^De Yiti de Marco Op© eit0 s p© 288©



"be s©me merit to the argument that plaees less importance on ; 
eeonomy of eolleetiozi® Tills argment is that the standard ef 
living in the United States has improved to the point that 
many more taxpayers can he assumed to have the capacity to 
pay taxes and hear some of the direct "burden of taxationo

Summing up the argument "based on cost factors9 the 
exemption is explained as. a tool for economies of eolleetieno 
Because the exemption exempts the minimum of suhsistamee 
(theoretically) from taxation^ it does away with most of the 
higher marginal costs of collection associated with taxing 
the minimum of suhsistameee,

■ She Minimum of Suhsistamee and the ffiax iystemo
Prom what has'he eh said'there'seems to he a wealth 

of evidence supporting the use of the exemption on the grounds 
of exempting the minimum of suhh.istanee0 Even though this 
policy has "been appreciated in the use of the income taxg 
there seems to he a fixed hahit of encroaching Upon such a 
minimum by many other taxes in.the tax systemo Because of the 
large reliance on consumption taxes, by our state governments9 . 
the greater burden has been said to lie with the lower income 
groupso Taxation of the neeessities of life makes the sales 
tax especially burdensome on the very poor and in general 
renders it more regressive than if otherwise would bee 
Because of the burden-imposed by sales taxationg certain 
items basic to survivalg items that are an essential part of



family tedgets stick as medicine, kare keen exempted from 
taxation6 It kas "been pointed ont that any procedure that 
causes many items t© "be exempt from taxation is' likely to 
wreck the administration.of a ,general sales tax aets wklek 
at test is ¥mlneratle from the viewpoint of protecting the 
mimimmm of subsistence and relieving some of the burden 
falling on the lower income groups

Bmekler9 arguing on.tke fact that most of our taxes 
do impose a ke.ayier burden upon lower income groups9 says 
that our tariff system is primarily a wall of protection for 
American industries^ constructed on a basis of politics9 and 
imposing duties upon items basic to the subsistance of tke 
lower income classes* In our tariff legislation little 
attention is paid to tke interests of millions of consumers 
with small incomesv American'manufacturingfarming9 and 
wages are sspposedly, protected' against foreign competition0 
Ike net effect is to impose higher prices upon these neces
sities thereby inflicting a tax by inflated prices upon the 
consumers in our economy* This inflation tax9 because it is 
tke result of protecting these basic goods9 exerts a greater 
burden upon the lower income classes and is thus regressive 
in effect* @ur' sales taxes are imposed upon. the rick and 
poor without much discrimination9 and like the custom© duties
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are regressive in their effeetSo She pmre luxmry taxes of 
the federal government appear, to he just In their M r  den but 
insignifleant in their yield,.and administration is beset 
with numerous diffienltiesQ Iven though luxuries are taxedg 
they have become less © f a  luxury over time and now many of 
the so called luxury items are regularly purchased by lower 
income groupso Eieh and poor are taxed fuite indiseriainately 
on the gasoline and other^benefit taxesi A large part of 
state and federal revenue is collected from excise and sales 
taxes that are regressive in their effectss although it may 
be argued that most of the items taxed are not a necessary 
part of subsistance9 which is a matter of opimioao

As far as the property tax is concerned9 the 
fuestion of money burden is even more important on the state 
and-local level because this:is a very large part of their 
total revenueo While' taxes on land values cannot be shifted 
and are thus born by the land owners 9 taxes on capital 
improvements tend to be shifted in the form of higher prices 
for the products produced by these owners9 and9 in the case 
of rental property9 taxes on dwellings tend to be paid by 
those who occupy them© ®he.results are a tax that seems to 
bear fuite heavily on dwellings and on improvements as well 
as the taxes on food and clothing and other purchases© 
Selective excises imposed on comm©dities such as liquors 
tobacco and certain luxury items result in a burden on the



minimum of SB/bsistaaee "because many of these items are now a 
part of our present subsistanceo2^ Summing up Buehlerfs 
beliefs9 evem though the income tax does allow an exemption 
that may cover the minimum of suhsistan.ee $, the greater part 
of the taxes in. the tax system of a state or country seems to 
hear more heavily upon the same mimimum of subsistence exemp
ted hy the ineome tax0 Therefore9 the tax system as a whole
is fulte regresslTe in effeetso

At this point it woiiM he wise to point out the 
difficulties in hranding a tax or tax system regressiveg 
progressive or pro pertionalo luehanan points out that a tax 
ean he only truly labeled one of the above types if the rate
is9 in aetmality9 progressive or regressive to its tax base02^
In the ease of the general sales tax9 the tax is proportion*
al9 being the same percent of the base in any ease9 which is
the selling price0 This is true in the ease of many of the' 
so called regressive taxes in the tax system0

luehanan further argues that even if income is
defined as the tax bases there is no reason to assume that 
the tax is regressive in its effects on incomes» The pro- 
portionate share of ineome, devoted t® consumption spending

   giluehlero Qv« cito o. p0. 237o
2^BuehananQ Opo~ cit0, p0 433o '



4©es decrease as iaeomes rise0 @m this isasiŝ  therefore$, 
the effeetiTe tax Mrien, ©f.. sales taxes Is. regressive s using 
imeeme as a hase0 But 9 he points out9 the tax is only half 
ef a fiscal operatieno fhe other half is the expenditure and. 
me valme commotatiem can he placed on one-half standing alone® 

|regressive:̂ .: tax. may ■finance , am even more - regressive 8 
expemditmre9 or allow the reduction of an even more . regres- 
siTe®. tax® **2® Any discussion of the relative regressiveness 
or progressiveness of a tax system can only he made after a 
careful examination Of the overall fiscal operationo,

fhe conelmsion regarding the relative regressivity 
or pro gressivity of the tax system may he pertinent to dis<= 
emssions regarding the overall results of the fiscal opera
tion® Imt even this, area of economic eonsethemees Is leset 
with many problems 0 As .pointed omt hy Husgrave9 there are 
many criteria regarding the proper resmlts of the tax® Should
the results he to cause a more **pro per*' distribution? for the

* * ' -- purposes of discussing the tax exemption and the affects9
both short run and long rum9 of not exempting a minimum of
smhsistameeg it is wise to stay with a discussion of the tax
itself and its place in /the:tax system® It has heen eeneluded
as will he pointed out in Ghapter 1119 that the money burden
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©f taxatien la regressive im Its affeets in state ant local 
tax systems o Therefore $, some meet exists to cause a mere 
equitable distribution of .the,tax burden0

. yfhis need; is providet for ■partially by the exemp- 
ti©m0 J.s Imehanam peimts ©uts the combination ©f a smbsis- 
tamee minimum and a proportional rate structure above this 
minimum will result in am over all tax that has some degree 
of progressivity» Prom this it earn be concluded that a tax 
that has am exemption ami a progressive rate struetmre above 
this exemption will be even mere progressive im its affects on 
imeeaeo Thus there is a dual;role provided for by the exemp
tion 0 ©m erne hand it is a device that discriminates according 
to family sisey and on the other9 it serves as a deviee of 
progression where the exemption is applied to what is a first 
bracket with a marginal rate of z e r o ' There is certain 
embarrassment connected with this argument for the .exemptiom'o 
This is that it is diffiemit to prove how the progressive 
income tax will exactly fit into9 and counter-balance a 
regressive indirect tax0

The Difficulties of Measuring:the Minimum of Subslstamee0 
If a government is to base its exemption ©a’the 

minimum of subsistanee^ just what is the correct measure of

^Buchanan« 0no oif o n po 258o 
5%msgraves ©^o eito 0 p0 172o 
3%ellgmam9 ©pQ olt@» p0 3©o



this minimmm? It seems logical to conclude that it will vary 
not only from eomitry to country9 hmt from state to states 
eomty to e0imty9 and city to city® When presented with this 
diffiomlfy it may seem time t© throw mp one js hands and pick 
any amomat withomt regard to protecting the mimimma of sml3<= 
sistaHee and 'basing the exemption oh other factors<, As will 
he seen ia Chapters II and III9 this is the ease with many, 
if mot allg state goTemaeHtSo

Bmehler and Seligman acknowledge this difficulty 
and pointiomt Tarious determinants of a proper exemption 
level® It seems logical that in places where money wages are 
small and where the standard of living is low9 a very slight 
amount will sufficee ©n the other hand9 in countries. where 
wages are higher and the population is used to many more 
items in its living than mere existamee would provide-^ it 
seems that the exemption should he highero-^

luehler.actually gives some indication as to how 
the process of deciding on the proper exemption level must he 
decided® He acknowledges the fact that any conclusions on the 
exemption level will he arbitrary hut still there are ways to 
decide on its level0 fhe taxing community must he in agree
ment on the minimumo This denotes the form of democratic 
selection of votingo Regarding the development of statistics



t© measure this minimum9 certain indices could he constructed 
measuring costs of market basket items involved in the sub
sistence of man0 Depending on the locality of the tax system 
the results from this index could be set up as the minimum of 
subsistanceev

It seems logical that any meaningful exemption 
attempting to exempt a minimum of subsistence on the national 
level would be highly arbitrary unless different exemptions 
were set up for different geographical areas0 Because this 
might cause serious side effects there is much argument 
against-thiso It is possible that persons may find it favor
able, taxwise, to reside in a state that has a higher federal 
exemption because of the size of his family* 'This same argu
ment could be expressed regarding state income tax exemptions 
but due to the low rates of present state income taxes, the 
exemption offset would be worth much more to the taxpayer 
under the federal income tax than under any state income tax 
system*

SUMMARY
From the theory and arguments presented in this 

chapter, it seems logical to base the exemption on two 
factors* The exemption should approximate a minimum of sub
sistence for the individual in his family circumstance* It

^Buehler, Op* eit*, p= 241 *



shomld exempt tkis minimum in, order to eomplj with the 
ability to pay principle and;other faetors0 In order to 
conform to equal treatment of eqnals 9 or horizontal equity^ 
persons with no ability fo pay shomld not be taxed and thms 
a minimum of subsistance should be exempt from taxation©
Smbsistance costs will vary directly with increased family 
and health responsibilities between persons in equal ineome 
positions at all levels of income © Therefore P some subs is- 
tanee must be protected to comply with horizontal equity at 
all levels of income0 Even though inter-personal utility 
comparisons are highly doubtfula it seems logical to say that 
|l@© will mean mere to a person who has an annual Income of 
|1000 than the #100 will mean:to a person who has an annual
income of |10O900OO Therefore9 a person at a higher level

• ' ; . ■ ■ ■ . • . of income is more able to protect his subsistance than a
person at a lower level of income G. To comply with vertical 
equity or unequal treatment of unequals the exemption should 
be, made to differ in amount at different income levels6 
lepending on one|s assumptions regarding the rate of diminsh- 
ing marginal utility of incomea the exemption should decline 
as incomes increase© Assuming a very rapid rate of diminish
ing marginal utility of income9 the exemption should decline 
more rapidly»

It, has been suggested that the exemption, should 
be made to vanish after protecting the minimum of



sm'fos is tame e»̂  SzemptioHs are designed to diseriminate @m 
the basis of certain family .situations and'Be&lth situations0 
Married, mem and their wives who are under 65 and have good 
eye sight aad with two ehildrem should he treated equally®' 
la. the ease of the exempti@m9 the index of equality is met 
only income hut also family amd health situation» fhis was 
set forth hy Pigou amd noted earlier, in this paper<>^ So- 
matter what the level of imeome^ persons in. different family 
or health situations should he treated differently than 
simgle persoms 011 the same, level , of iaeome® Therefore 9 some 
exemption is meeessaryo Whether it should diminish or mot is 
a question of diminishing utility of income $, hut from what 
Pigou has saldp some exemption is necessary to comply with 
equity at all levels of incomes, and the exemption should 
diminish as Incomes rise® The exemption at the lower end of 
the income scale should protect the minimum of subsistence 
hut should not vanish altogether as incomes move above this 
minimum of subsistanee®

hecause many taxes in the tax system of state 
govermmemts do tax the minimum of smhsistance it seems logi
cal that the exemption should also be allowed because of its

5%alph Gray. "Raising State income Tax Yields 
Through Equity.Reforms® Rational Tax Journal Tolume XIII9 
lumber 1 g Mar eh g 1,96©gTp® §§.0 v

3 % ee pages eight and mine®
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affeets ©m the progressivity of the income tax® Because it 
will make the tax more progressive 9 the exemption will help 
to "balance the overall 'burden of the tax system and allow the 
tax system to more closely conform to the ability to pay 
doctrine# / ';

There seems to be one eonflioting point in this 
eonelmsiom® Since the exemption should approximate the 
minimum of subsistances, it should not be changed solely to 
increase or decrease the progressivity of the income tax0 
It should approximate this minimum level of subsistamee - 
income9 and to the extent that this level of exemption does 
affect the progressivity of the income tax9 this is asisfar 
as it can go in its affects on balancing out the tax burden 
of the iax systemo v; v ' , - - '

Therefore9 a good exemption policy is one that 
provides am exemption that approximates a minimum of subsis- 
tamee or at least which varies directly with cost of living 
changes in the states applying the income tax# Only to this 
extent should it affect the progressivity of the income tax# 
If the tax burden is deemed heavier even with an exemption 
that exempts the smbsistamee minimum9 there should be no 
change in the exemption# Eeeourse must lie with other 
factors such as the marginal rates of tax in the state income 
tax# . . -
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fill FAG IS OF SIAIB PMSOIAl IHGOMB TAX BXEHPIIOHS

fke pmrpose ©f this chapter is t® orientate the 
reader to the facts of exemption, peliejo ■ It is extremely 
important that ©me he aware ®f present exemption policy and. 
©hamges in this policy9 as ©©mpared to seme past period in 
order to e<pii$ him with the information needed in an analysis 
of exemption policy0 The aetrnal analysis will he left to 
Gkapter ITa .

In setting down present policy9 it should he noted 
that there are three types @f: exemptions used in the United 
States today hy states taxing income0 There are also a few 
theoretical policies not in mse hmt that still merit examina
tion 0 It will he rewarding to examine these exemption types 
closely hefere entering into a general discussion on present 
exemption policyo

After finishing this chapter9 ©me will note that 
mention has leen made of rate strmetnres as well as the 
individmal exemptions msed hy different states0 There is 
even a question brought up as to whether or not the income 
tax is really progressive or regressive0 last why is this 
emphasis placed upon the rate struetmre in an examination of
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Im&iTi&mal ezemption polieies? The amswer lies im the 
remarks presemted at the emt ©f fhapter I.® It was said that 
the ezemption has a ftmal r@leo It protects a minimum of 
smhsistamee and conforms to the rales of ability to pay and 
efmity9 and also renders a pro perfiomate ineome tax progres
sive o Thus & in an ineome taz system the exemption will trans
form a taz struetmre that has low marginal rates of tax and is 
slightly progressive in affeets t© ©me that is more progres
sive 9 by exempting the lowest ineomes incompassed in the 
exemption© To the effeet that the state taz straetmre is 
regressive 9 an exemption coupled with high marginal rates 
eomld possibly offset the regressive aspeets of the tax 
system© Granted that any quantitative analysis of the tax 
system and its regressiveness or progressiveness would be 
very diffiemltg if not impossible9 without making broad assump 
tions regarding tax shifting and burden9 the faot still ■ 
remains that an exemption ©an not only eomply to the rales of 
efuity but ©an add to the progressivity of a tax in the tax 
systems, thereby eaneelling some of the regressiveness in the 
tax system® Per this reason we will look at rate structures 
of various states with the idea that a state with high mar
ginal rates of tax on ineome and high exemptions (theoreti
cally,, due fo/hlgh oosts of living in the state - thus a. 
higher minimum of subsistance to protect) will be better 
equipped to offset regression in the state*s tax system©



. fkere are three ty^s ©f exemptiens in Ta.se hj 
state fiscal systems todayQ In ©rder of their importance in 
mse> the first is the flat exemption0 fhis type ef exeaptien 
is a stated amount that is dedueted from net income along with 
other deductions to arrive at taxable ineomeo After this 
computation9 the appropriate tax rate or rates are applied to 
find the person|s tax liability* The second type is the tax 
eredito This type of exemption is perhaps the easiest to 
explain^ It is a stated amount that is subtracted from the 
tax liability figured after applying tax rates to taxable 
Incomeo The third and last type of exemption in use today is 
actually a eombiaation of the tax credit features and the 
flat exemption features0 It Is a stated amountg like the 
federal exemption^ but instead of just being- subtracted from 
net income to arrive at taxable income $> it is subtracted from 
the first bracket of income0. This makes it equal to all 
taxpayers in etual family or health situationso Each of these 
exemption .types will be explained in detail later 0 ..

Exemption formula 0 .
In order to be prepared more fully to examine the 

different exemption policies and see how they compare with 
one anothera it will be valuable to set'forth certain 
formulaso .



for the purposes of. this paper, and comparisons 
that will fee mate, the first bracket rate of tax will fee. msei 
in fimilag the e%wivalent tax credit® Therefore, the formula 
for finding out the tax liability dme from the first bracket 
imder the flat amoimt of income exemption is 2

Te = (fIa ~ 1) * E (2=1)

where fe is the tax liability, Ia is the met income after 
dedmetlems 9 1 is the total exemption, (Ia - B) is that income 
pertaining to that certain "bracket rate of tax, and E is the 
first feraeket tax rate®

' A more general equation can then fee given for 
finding the tax liability after the exemptions have feeem 
subtraeted or after taxable income has been figmred® fhis is 
represented fey:

f e = l it ■1 . (2=2)

where f@ is the tax liabilityg is mow taxable income 
pertaining to its bracket rate of tax (net income minms 
deductions and exemptions), and E is the marginal tax rate®

To find, the tax liability under the tax credit the 
formula is: ' ' .

" ' %e = Cila > n  - ® (2=3)

where T@ is the tax liafeility9 Ia is net income and taxafele 
income in this ease pertaining to that income bracket rate of



taxj, E is the first bracket tax rate 9 a M  0 is the tax ere tit o
To find.the exemption etmivalent to a tax credit

msimg the first bracket rate we arrive at?

(Ia - 1) 0 E = Ia 0 R ='@
lla '- 1®'= EIa - f

zz
m  (2=4)

In ether' w©rtss the ere lit .e<p.als the first bracket rate 
times the exemption. & or the tax ere tit divided by the first
bracket rate equals the equivalent exemption^ This equation
will be important later on in analyzing state exemption 
peliey0 ' - ' ' '

Effects of Different Exemptions o
The effect of an amount exempted from net income is 

to make the taxpayerjs taxable income smallerQ This in turn 
means that under a hypothetical rate structure of?

1st #1000 toxed at ,
next ,1©@© taxed at 2^
next 1#@® taxed at 3^

all above 3@©@ taxed at 6%

a |600 exemption is worth |6 of income to a man who has 
il©©@ taxable income<, To a man with income subject to the 
maximum rate of six percent9 the |S®® exemption is worth. |3So 
This is because an exemption of this type reduces the amount
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of imemme that is taxable mider the highest rate that is 
aiflioahle to his imoome# .fh# |60O exemption mentioned above 
will retmee the taxable imeome of a mam with a met ineome of 
|1000 to |4009 thereby reducing the aaommt taxed under the 
first braeket ©f ©me percent in the hypothetical ease pre
sented aboyeo The man earning $4000 net income will have his
net income reduced by #600 also 9 but the #600 will be taken
from the highest marginal, braeket rate which in this case is 
six pereento The eimiyalemt amount of tax credit is $360 
This type of exemption is unjust according to the principles 
of efuity in taxation as presented in Chapter I0 Instead of 
the equivalent amount decreasing as Incomes rise g the amount 
actually increases0, It modifies the tax of a person subject 
to higher rates to a greater absolute extent than it does to 
that of a person subject to only minimum rates0

The tax credit9 on the other hand9 exempts a certain 
ameunt directly from the tax liability^, The effects of this 
are that no matter what one^s income is s the money value of
the relief to each class of taxpayers is precisely the same
whether his income is large or small® Assuming a diminishing 
marginal utility of incomes the tax credits being the same 
incremental amount no matter what the taxpayer!s income^ 
deelimes in utility as incomes rise9 thus complying to the 
rules of equity as set down in Chapter I0 Alsos when mea
sured as a percentage of total tax liability9 the tax credit



will exempt a-larger' percentage ef tax fr©a a person subject 
. te the lewest marginal rate: tl3.am a persea. smbjeet to the 
highest marginal rateo . Thus 9 if measured ia. percents instead 
®£ meney value the pereeat of total tax liability deereases as 
iaeemes iaereaseo

The third type ©f exemption ia mse is comparable to 
the 'tax eredito ■ This exeaptiea is net ehargeable t© the 
income as a whole9 but is chargeable t© the first bracket of 
a taxpayer ■ s iaeomeo Such am exemption frees the same amount 
®f income from liability to taxo The Talme @f the exemption 
is exactly the same to every taxpayer having identical 
amounts of exemptions9 Since in all instances the exemption 
is charged against that bracket which would be subject to the 
minimum rateo In order to result in equivalent amounts s the 
first bracket must be large enough to encompass a large 
amount of exemptions» , f / \

The fourth type of exemption and one that is not in 
use today under state income tax systems is the vanishing 
exemptiomo, This type can either be ©£ the tax credit type or 
the flat exemption, typeo. -Basically9 after some level of. 
income has been exempted from.taxation9 the exemption or 
credit is made to disappear9 dollar for dollara as the tax= - 
.payer*s taxable income increases > Those with taxable incomes 
much higher than the minimum of subsistanee will not receive 
a tax credito Those with incomes below the minimum of sub™
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s is tame e will receive tke full amemmt of the credits, ami. 
those with iheomes; im "between will receive a redmsei. amomt 
of credit6 The theory behind this is that ©mee the minimum 
of shbsistanee has heen protected, there is mo meed for am 
exemption, amd thms, it should vanishs Argmmemt has heem 
presented against this kind of exemption in the smmmary of 
©hapter Io Another argmmemt agaimst the mse of the vanishing 
exemptiom is presented "by the Tax Policy league@ They say 
that the disappearance of the exemption results in a severe 
jmmp in the effective tax rate0̂ ^ Generally speaking, the 
5amp in rates will depend ©m whether or mot the exemption is 
made to disappear gradually or vanish immediately after a 
certain level of income is reached© ..

Present State Exemption Policieso
States vary widely as to their exemption policies, 

not only in amount hut in their eoverage0 A glance at 
' Tahle I, page 40, shows the extent of state coverage and the 
amount of coverage in each case0 Starting with the states . 
that apply the exemption deducted from met income 9 Mississippi 
allows hy far the highest exemption, allowing |4©00 to single 
taxpayers and |6©©© to married taxpayers e The next states in 
line are Alabama, Galiformia9 Georgia and lew Mexico which

^Tax Policy league. Tax Exemptions (Tax Policy 
league j Incorporated, lew York,. 1



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EXEMPTION PROVISIONS AND ADDED INFORMATION, I960 TAXABLE INCOME

Regular Personal Exemptions Extra Exemptions

State
Head of 

Single Married Household Dependent

Blind 

Taxpayer Spouse

Over 65 

Taxpayer Spouse
Method of 
Exemption 
Deduction

Ala. $1,500 $3,000 $3,000 $300 Deducted 
from net 
income

Alaska 600 =1,200 1 ,200 600 $600 $600 $600 $600 Same
Ariz. 1 ,000 2,000 2,OOo(a) 600 500 500 Same
Ark. 17.50(b)35.00(b) 35.00(b) 6.00(b) I Subtracted 

from tax 
liability

Calif, 1,500 3,000 3,000(°) 600 600 600 Deducted 
from net 
income

Colo • 750 1,500 750 750 750 750 750 Same
Del. 600 1 ,200 600 600 600 600 600 Same
Ga. 1,500 3,000 3,OOo(a) 600 600 600 600 600 Same
Hawaii 40o(®) 80o(®) 40o(®) 5,000(d) 5»OOo(d) 40q (®) 40o(®^'same

sSameIdaho 600 1 ,200 600 , ' 600 600 600 600
Iowa 15.00(b) 30.00(b) 30.00(b) 7.50(b) Subtracted 

from tax 
liability

Kans. 600 1 ,200 600 600 600 600 600 Deducted 
from net 
income

Ky. 13.00(b) 26.00(b) 13.00(b) 13.00(b) 13.00(b) 13.00(b) 13.0o(b)subtracted 
from tax 
liability

la. 2,500 5,000 5,000 400 Deducted 
from net 
income
(1st bracket)

Md. 800 1 ,600 800 800 800 800 8o q()Deducted 
from net 
income

Mass • 2,000(6) 2,500(6) 400(6) 2,000(6) 2,000(6) Same
Minn. 10.00(b)30.00(b) 30.00(b) l4.0o(b) 10.00(b)

single
15.00
married

10.00(b)
single
15.00
married

10.00(b)
single
15.00
married

1O.Oo(b)subtracted 
single from tax 
15.00 liability 
married

Miss. 4,000 6,000 6,000 Deducted 
from net 
income

Mo. 1 ,200 2,400 2,400 400 Same
Mont. 600 1 ,200 600 600 600 600 600 Same
N.H. 600 600 Same
N.M. 1,500 2,500 200 Same
N.Y. 10.00(b) 25.00(b) 25.00(b) Subtracted 

from tax 
liability

N.Car. 1 ,000 2,000 2,000 300 1,000 Deducted 
from net 
income

N.Dak. 600 1,500 1,50o(a) 600 600 600 600 600 Same
Okla. 1,000 2,000 2,OOo(a) 500 Same
Ore. 600 1 ,200 600 600,, . 18.00(b) 12.00(b) Same

S.Car. 1 ,000 2,000 2,000 400 1,000 1 ,000 Same
Term. *

Utah 600 1 ,200 , 600 600 600 Same
Vt. 500 1 ,000 500 500 500 500 500 Same
Va. 1 ,000 2,000 800(b) 200 600 600 600 600 Same
Wis. 7.00(b) 14.00(b) 14.00(b) 7.00(b) Subtracted 

from tax 
liability

Source: Compiled from state individual income tax returns and instructions for i960,
(&)Read of household not allowed exemption for qualifying dependent.

Amount subtracted from tax liability,
^°^Head of household allowed $600 blind exemption,
(^)lf claim blind exemption, not allowed dependency exemptions,

1961 exemptions at $600,
(■^Also allows $800 for dependents over 65,
(s)Mass,, U, S, income tax on business income or employment income is deductible 

but not other federal income taxes. Exemptions are: $2,000 for a taxpayer's business or
employment income with an additional $2,000 if he is blind. On a joint return, $2,000 plus 
the smaller income not to exceed $2,000, or $4,000 per couple, is exempt. On annuities, if 
the total income is not over $5,000 for a single taxpayer or $7,500 for a married one, an 
exemption of the lesser of $1,000 ($1,500 if taxpayer is over 65) or the amount by which 
$2,000 exceeds business or employment income is allowed. There are also exemptions 
of $500 for a spouse whose total income does not exceed $2,000 and $400 for each dependent.

Unmarried persons and supporting designated close relatives.
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exempt #150© f©r single persons0 Missouri allows a f1200

\ ■ ■. - • - , exemption for single persons and #2400 for marriei taxpayers®
It is interesting to note tiiat four ef these six states allow
the married taxpayer just twiee the exemptiem allewei the
single man5 with the exceptions of lew Mexico which allows
marriei esmples |2500 and Mississippi, which allows f6000
for married eeupleso fhere are widespread variations in the
differences'©f over=all exemption policies 9 hut one factor
that seems to he relatively eonsistant is the allowing of
just twiee the amount as the single exemption to married
couples® This will he noted as the description continues0

There is a fairly large group of states that allow
$1000 for single persons and I2000 for married coupleso

, ' ' - " ' ■ - t ■■ .Arizona9 lortli Garolina9 Oklahoma, South Carolina and Virginia
allow this amount9 again doubling the single taxpayer.f s
exemption to arrive at the married exemptiono Maryland is
next9 allowing $S®0 to single taxpayers and againg douhling
the amount for married coupleso Colorado allows $75© for
single persons and $15©@ for the married exemption»
' ■ +- . ■Mississippi 8 lew Tor kg lew Mexico g and lor th Bako ta are the
only states that d© not allow douhle the single exemption
for married: taxpayers® Rationale for iouhlimg the single
exemption to arrive at the married exemption is hard to deter°
mine9 except that it allows for much ease in computation and
ease of administration^ , If the married exemption is exactly



twiee -tkat ©£ W @ ; siagle.., exeB$>t:i0Bg ©me earn, merely eheek the 
numher ©f exemptions $, ereditliLg himself with tw© If married$ 
ami. them multiplying the total figure bj the amorat per exempt 
tl@m t© flmd his' tetal exemption 0 Shis emhamees the use ©f 
the eard form ami saves administrative and eheeking eosts 
heearnse of easier handling0 It should he noted that the 
states following this poliey often, do mot have the same 
amount for dependents.exeept for certain states that seem to 
have eopied the federal exemption poliey» '

There are eight states allowing #600 for single 
taxpayers and all hmt one of these allows domhle for married 
eompleso She one abstainer is lorth Dakota9 which allows 
ftSt© for married eomples» Other states in the #6©® exemp
tion group are Alaska 9 Delaware $, Idaho ̂ Kansas 9 Montana %
Oregon and Wtaho One of the biggest eharaeteristies of this 
group is that the majority of these states use the eard or 
short form0 This 9 along with exempting the same amount per 
exemption^ makes .their method of eolleetiom rexj similar to 
the federal income tax meth©d‘of eolle.etiono ©f greater 
importance has heen the number of states that have in the 
past eleven years adjusted their exemptions and methods of 
eolleetiom to correspond with the federal method© This tremi 
will he pointed.out later in this chapter© ©ompliance to 
f ederal poliey also allows - the taxpayer to use his federal 
net. Ineeme amount without much' adjustment to compute state
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taxable Income 9 which enhances the ease of taxpayer compu
tation,.

Of the states using the flat exemption, Vermont is
next to lowest, allowing #500 for single persons and #1000

. . .  'far married eompleso Hawaii is lowest9 allowing $400 for 
single persons and #800 for married couples* It should he ; 
noted in this ease that Hawaii■s 1961 exemption will be #600 
for each exemption, placing her in the group of federal 
conformistsa lo say that Hawaii is (or was) the lowest is 
really not true® Of all the states levying a tax on indivi
dual incomes, Tennessee is actually the lowest, taxing incomes 
but allowing no exemptions at all*

looking at other exemptions, those states allowing 
head-of-the-household provisions usually allow the same 
amount for that.as they do for married couples* This is true 
except in a very few cases® Virginia, which allows #200© for 
married couples, only allows $800 for .head-of-the-househelds 
and further provides that the taxpayer must be unmarried and 
supporting designated close relatives0 A stipulation used in 
most eases is that the qualifying dependent of the head-of- 
the-household cannot be counted as an additional dependent® 
Since this information was taken whenever possible from state 
income tax forms and statutes, it is thought to be reasonably 
accurate® This is true except in the ease of head-of-the- 
household provisions* Sue. to the confused terminology used
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"by .different' .states and. the. qmamtity ©f provisions % It is 
.possible that the author might have over-looked some states 
that apply this provisiohc, It is believed? however9 that this 
list is accurate and reflects information as presented by 
state income tax forms and instructions«,

When one examines the dependency, exemption9 the 
first thing that is noticed is the diversity of amounts offered 
by different states» There seems to be no formula whatever 
for arriving at the amount to be exempted* and one might 
think that this amount is selected on the basis of pleasing 
the public® Only with those states complying to federal 
exemption standards does there seem to be any uniform!tye 
States exempting |600 per exemption for single persons exempt 
the same amount for dependents® It will be noticed and dis
cussed later that on the whole * the states conforming to 
federal provisions also allow exemptions for age and blind
ness along the lines of federal policyo

The amounts allowed for dependents range from #800 
in Maryland to #200 in Virginia® I©thing is allowed in 
Tennessee® It will be interesting to note that with single 
exemptions9 the amounts are comparatively high* whereas the 
amounts allowed for dependency provisions are lower* except 
in states conforming to federal policy®

, The main characteristic of provisions for the 
blind and aged is that these are allowed primarily by states
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that haTe allowed eq-aal amoimts for single persons, depen
dents 9 age, and blindness and double amounts'for married 
persons and head-of-households0 In other words, by.totaling 
the number of exemptions one is able to arrive at his total 
exemption by just multiplying the single exemption amount by 
the number of exemptions, a method exaetly like federal 
p©liey0 Exceptions are Hawaii with its #5000 provision for 
the blind taxpayer and spouse, Earth Carolina which gives a 
#1000 exemption to the blind taxpayer only, Oregon which 
allows a separate tax credit of #18 for a blind taxpayer and 
a #12 tax credit for a taxpayer over 65 years of age, and 
South Carolina, which allows #100© for the taxpayer and his 
spouse if one is blind,. .Some states only allow exemptions 
for blindness, and others only for old age. The main charac
teristics , though, are as presented above. The one very 
small but very important deviation is given by Maryland 
which allows an #8©0 exemption for dependents over 65 years 
of age. This tendency toward greater and more numerous 
allowances for non-income differences between taxpayers has 
been characteristic over thefyears. Perhaps now states will 
start extending the number of persons covered under these 
allowances as Maryland has done.

The states using the second most prevalent exemp
tion type, the tax credit exemption are Arkansas, Iowa, 
Kentucky, Minnesota, Hew York, and Wisconsin* Wsing formula



2-49 page 369 and the first, bracket rate ef tax frem 
Table II, page 47@ to find the e#aivalemt flat exemption9 
Alalama,f,s single exemption is #1750 (|1T®S© 0 1^) 9 Iowa® s 
is #200© (#15 | o75fo) 9 Kentmeky!s is""#65® (#13 V 2$) »
Mimes©ta.|s is #100© (#1© | 1̂ ) 9 lew York's is #5©® (#1© | 2^) 9 
and Wisconsin!® is ;|T©S (#7r§ 1^)o Here, as before in flat 
exemption states 9 there seems to be a tendency to double the 
single oredit in order to.arrive at the married eredito This 
holds true except for lew York With its #1© single and its 
$25 married oredit, and for Minnesota with its $1© single 
and its $3© married eredito Again, all of these states 
allowing head-of=the=ho#sehold provisions apply exactly the 
same credit as for married persons» It seems that states 
using the tax credit do not extend their,exemptions ever 
provisions other than f©father.taxpayers, married or single, ' , 
and his dependents 0 ©nly two of the six states allow addi
tional tax credits for blindness a%d old age<, Kentucky allows 
an additional tax credit of $13 for the taxpayer and his 
spouse if they are either blind or ever ©5 years of age <, 
Minnesota allows a f mite different tax credit in that it 
allows #1© for the taxpayer if he is blind or over ©5 years 
of age, and $15 if he is married and either he or his wife • 
is ©5 years of age or blindo In other words, the married 
taxpayer is' credited with a larger amomt of credit if he is : 
either blind or over ©5 years of age or both, and the same



TABLE II
COMPARISON OF STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RATES AND EXEMPTIONS: 1949 TO I960

1950 FOR 1949 INCOME 1961 FOR I960 INCOME

State

Personal Exemptions
Sin- Mar- Depen- 
gle ried dent Rates

Personal Exemptions (#)
Sin- Mar- Depen- 
gle ried dent Rates

Ala*

Alaska

1,500 3,000 300 1stnext 
next 
over

(a)

Ariz (b)

Ark. 2,500 3,500 400

Calif. 2,000 3,500 400

Colo, 750 1,500 750

Del. 1,000 2,000

Ga. 1,000 2,500 400

Hawaii

Idaho 700 1,500 200

lowa^k)

1 st
next
next
next
next
over

15.00 30.00 7.50 1st
next
next
next
over

Kans, 600 1,200 600

Ky.(b) 20.00 50.00 10.00

La.

Md.

1 st
next
next
next
over
1 st 
next 
next 
over

6,000 @ 1 
2,000 
2,000 5,000

1,000 
1 ,000 
1 ,000 
1 ,000 
1 ,000 5,000

1 .000 
1 ,000  
1 ,000
1.000
4.000
2.000 
1 ,000  
2,000 
2,000 7,000
3,000 
1 ,000  
1 ,000 5,000

1,000 2,500 400

1,000 2,000 400

1st 10,000 
next 40,000 
over 50,000

1/2#
3 ,4 1/2
5

1 st 2,000 1
next 1 ,000 1
next 1 ,000 1
next 1,000 2
next 1 ,000 2
next 1 ,000 3next 1 ,000 3next 1 ,000 4
over 10,000 4
1 st 3,000 1
next 3,000 2
next 5,000 3next 14,000 4
over 25,000 5

1 st 5,000 1
next 5,000 2
next 5,000 3next 5,000 4
next 5,000 5over 25,000 6

1 st 1 ,000 1
next 1,000 1
next 1 ,000 2
next 1 ,000 2
next 1 ,000 3next 1,000 4
next 1 ,000 5next 1 ,000 6
next 1 ,000 7next 1 ,000 8
next 1,000 9over 11,000 10

1 st 3,000 1
next 7,000 2
over 10,000 3

1 st 1,000 1
next 2,000 2next 2,000 3next 2,000 4
next 3,000 5next 10,000 6
over 20,000 7

4,500 3,000 300 1st 1,000 @ 1 1/2#
next 2,000 3
next 2,000 4 1/2
over 5,000 5

1/4
1 /2

1 /2

1 /2

1 /2

600 1,200 600 14# of federal tax
payable on Alaska Income— certain credits.

1,000 2,000 600

(%)l7.50 35.00 6.00

1 /2

1 /2

1 1 /2
34
56 8

3/4 
1 1 / 2
2 1/4
3 #3 3/4
1
2
2 1 /2
34
2
34
5

1,500 3,000 600

750 1,500 750

600 1,200 600

1,500 3,000 600

400 800 400

600 1,200 600

1 st 1,000 1
next 1 ,000 1 1/2
next 1 ,000 2 znext 1,000 2 1/2
next 1 ,000 3 ,next 1,000 3 1/2next 1,000 4
over 7,000 4 1/2

1 st 3,000 1
next 3,000 2
next 5,000 3next 14,000 4
over 25,000 5

1 st 2,500 1
next 2,500 2
next 2,500 3next 2,500 4
next 2,500 5
next 2,500 6
over 15,000 7
1 st 1,000 3 ,next 1,000 3 1/2next 1 ,000 4
next 1,000 4 1/2
next 1 ,000 5 ,next 1,000 5 1/2
next 1 ,000 6
next 1,000 6 1/2
next 1 ,000 7next 1 ,000 8
over 10,000 9surtax of 2# on
intangibles over 
#5,000
1 st 1 ,000 1 1/2
next 1,000 2
next 1,000 3next 1 ,000 4
next 1,000 5next 1 ,000 6
next 2,000 7over 8,000 8
1 st 1 ,000 1
next 2,000 2next 2,000 3next 2,000 4
next 3,000 5over 10,000 6

1 st 500 3 ynext 500 3 1/2next 1 ,000 4
next 3,000 5next 5,000 6
next 10,000 7next 10,000 8over 30,000 9
1 st 1,000 3next 1,000 5next 1,000 6 1/2next 1 ,000 7 1/2next 1 ,000 8 1/2over 5,000 9 1/2#10 excise tax on the

5

receipt of income
15.00 30.00 7.50 1 st

next
next
next
over

600 1,200 600 1st
next
next
next
over

1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000
4.000
2.000 
1,000 
2,000 
2,000 7,000

3/4 
1 1 /2
2 1/4
34
1 1 /2  
2 1 /2
34
5 1/2

13.00 26.00 13.00 1st 3,000
next 1,000
next 1,000
next 3,000
over 8,000
surtax— 1st 

next 
over

246
(e)

5% on investment 
income and 2% on 
balance

2,500 5,000 400

800 1,600 800

1 st
next
over

10,000
40.00050.000

2
34
56

25 @ 10# 
75 @ 20# 100 @ 30#

2 
4 
6

5# on investment 
income and 3# on 
balance

Mass. 2,000 2,500 250

Minn.(k)10.00 30.00 10.00

Miss. 1,000 2,500 400

Mo. 1,200 2,400

Income from employ
ment and business—
1 1/2#; Dividends and 
interest from certain intanglble s— 6#;
Gains from sales of 
intangibles— 3#; Plus surtax of 23#

2,000 2,500 400

1 st 1,000 1.05next 1,000 2.1next 1 ,000 3.15next 1 ,000 4.2next 1,000 5.25next 2,000 6.3next 2,000 7.35next 3,500 8.4next 7,500 9.45over 20,000 10.5

1 st 4,000 1next 3,000 2next 3,000 3next 5,000 4next 10,000 5over 25,000 6
400 up to 1,000 

up to 2,000
1
1 1 /2  less $5 

up to 3,000 2
less $15 up to 5,000 2 1/2
less #30 up to 7,000 3
less #55 up to 9,000 3 1/2
less #90 over 9,000 4
less #135

10.00 30.00 14.00

4,000 6,000

1,200 2,400

Same as before except 
2 1/2# on income from 
employment and 
business including 
surtax of 23#

1 st
next
next
next
next
next
next
next
nextnext
over
surtax

1
1
1
1
2
2
3720

of

500,500
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000,500,500
,000
10#

1
1
2
34
56
78 
9

10

||
1 /2
1 /2

1 st 5,000 2next 5,000 3next 5,000 4next 10,000 5over 25,000 6

1 st 1 ,000 1
next 1,000 1 1/2

less #5next 1 ,000 2 .
less #15next 2,000 2 1/2
less #30next 2,000 3less #55next 2,000 3 1/2less #90over 9,000 4
less #135

Mont. 1,000 2,000 300 1st
next 
next 
over

2,000
2,0002,0006,000

1
2
34

600 1,200 600

N. H. Intangible income 
tax

N. M. 1,500 2,500 200 1st 10,000 1next 10,000 2next 80,000 3over 100,000 4
N. Y. 1,000 2,500 400 Net income— 1st (b)

(e)
N.Car. 1,000 2,000

N.Dak. 500 1,500 500

Okla. 1,000 2,000 500

Ore. 750 1,500 300

S.Car. 1,000 1,800 200

Tenn.

Utah 600 1,200 300

Vt. 500 1,000 500

11.000, 2#; next 
>2,000, 3#; next52.000, 4#; next
2.000, 5#; next
52.000, 6#; over 
^9,000, 7#. Net 
capital gains— 1st 
#1,000, 1#; next
52.000, 1 1/2#; next
52.000, 2#; next
52.000, 2 1/2#; next 
?2,000, 3#; over 
te.OOO, 3 1/2#.

10.00 25.00

300 1 st 2,000 3next 2,000 4
next 2,000 5next 4,000 6over 10,000 7
1 st 2,000 1next 2,000 2next 1 ,000 3next 1 ,000 5 ,next 2,000 7 1/2next 2,000 10next 5,000 12 1/2over 15,000 15

1 st 1,500 1next 1,500 2next 1,500 3next 1,500 4next 1,500 5over 7,500 6
1 st 500 2next 500 3next 1,000 4next 1,000 5next 1 ,000 6next 4,000 7over 8,000 8
1 st 2,000 2next 2,000 3next 2,000 4
over 6,000 5

6# of dividends or 
interest on bonds, 
notes and mortgages; 
4# on dividends from 
stock in corporations 
having 75# or more of 
their corporate prop
erty in the state.

1 st 1,000 1next 1,000 2next 1,000 3next 2,000 4next 2,000 5over 7,000 7
600 600

1,500 2,500 200

Intangible income tax— 4 1/4#

(d)

1 st 10,000 1next 10,000 2next 80,000 3over 100,000 4
1st 1,000 2next 2,000 3next 2,000 4next 2,000 5next 2,000 6next 2,000 7next 2,000 8next 2,000 9over 15,000 10

1,000 2,000 300

600 1,500 600

1,000 2,000 500:

600 1,200 600

1,000 2,000 400

1 st 2,000 3next 2,000 4
next 2,000 5next 4,000 6
over 10,000 7
1 st 3,000 1next 1 ,000 2
next 1 ,000 3next 1 ,000 5next 2,000 7 1/2next 7,000 10over 15,000 11

1 st 1,500 1next 1,500 2next 1,500 3next 1,500 4next 1,500 5over 7,500 6
1 st 500 3next 500 4next 500 5next 500 6next 2,000 7next 4,000 9over 8,000 9.5
1 st 2,000 2next 2,000 3next 2,000 4next 2,000 5next 2,000 6over 10,000 7
6# of dividends or 
interest on bonds, 
notes and mortgages; 
4# on dividends from 
stock in corporations 
having 75# or more of 
their corporate prop
erty in the state.

Va.

Wis,

1 ,000 2,000 200

(b)

1 st 1,000 1next 1,000 2next 1,000 3next 1,000 4over 4,000 5
1 st 1 ,000 1next 2,000 3next 2,000 4over 5,000 5

1 st 3,000 2next 2,000 3over 5,000 5
1 st 1 ,000 1next 1,000 1next 1 ,000 1next 1,000 2next 1 ,000 2next 1 ,000 3next 1,000 3next 1 ,000 4next 1,000 4next 1,000 5next 1,000 5next 1,000 6over 12,000 7

600 1 ,200 600

500 1,000 500

1,000 2,000 200

1 /2

1 /2

1 /2

1 /2

1 st 1,000 1
next 1,000 2next 1,000 3next 1 ,000 4over 4,000 5
1 st 1 ,000 2next 2,000 4next 2,000 6over 5,000 7

1 st 3,000 2next 2,000 3over 5,000 5
1 st 1 ,000 1next 1,000 1next 1 ,000 1next 1 ,000 2next 1 ,000 3next 1 ,000 3next 1 ,000 4next 1,000 5next 1 ,000 5next 1 ,000 6next 1 ,000 6next 1 ,000 7next 1,000 7next 1 ,000 8over 14,000 8

1/4
/ I
1 / 2

1 /2

1 /2

1 /2

Source: Compiled from Tax Systems, pp. 12 - 154 and pp. 173 - 179; forms for i960. and state individual tax

+ +v, tt ^ ^ 4.5^ ®dbher total income tax that would be payable for the same taxable year to the U. S. without deductions of territory tax or that portion of gross receipts derived 
* 2̂ -; sources, par oil, and value of territory tangible property that bears tototal gross receipts from sources within and without the territory and paroil and value of tangible property within and without the territory,

(^Amount deducted from tax liability.
(^Deducted from 1st bracket of taxable income.
(d^Tax based on federal taxable income.
(^Divorced spouse — up to #1,000 for alimony payments.



for tke taxpayer Is spouse0 Heres the hasis for dlserimina= 
tiom is mot ©mly health amd age sitmatiom M t  marital sitma= 
tiom also© : .: :

Shly ©me state. mses the flat exemptiom that earn 
©mly he exempted fr©m the first bracket of income© fhis> im 
effeetg,. is the same as the tax eredit© Louisiana 9 allowing 
a #2500 exemption for single persons9 is im essence givimg a 
tax credit of $5© beearnse the exemption must be subtracted 
from the amotmt of income taxable mmder the first bracket 
rate© lecamse the first bracket rate is two pereemt amd the 
exemptiom is |25©©9 the equivalent tax credit is #50© The 
remaimimg income left im the first bracket after the smb= 
traction of the total exemptiom is then multiplied by the 
first bracket tax rate to get the tax liability dm© from 
this bracket of income© Im order for this to work omt equally9 
the state must have a large first bracket © liomisiamafs first 
bracket is |1©9©0© amd sufficient to encompass a married 
persoa with twelve. children, before the exemption is larger 
than the first bracket income coverage© The depemdeat|s 
exemptiom is #400© SoEisiama allows n® exemptiom for blind 
or age situation either for the taxpayer, his spouse or 
dependents ©

©me deviation from the norm is presented by 
Hassachmsettso This state not only applies different tax 
rates on different kinds of income 9 bat also applies



different exemptions ©m these different kinds of income0 
Exemptions are #2000 for a taxpayer's business or employment 
Income with an additional $2.©@© if he is "blind0 ©n a Joint 
return the amount is $2©@® pirns the smaller income 9 mot t® 
exceed $2©©§ or |4OQ0 per e©mple0 in annuitiesg if the total 
income is mot ®jer #5@@© for. a slmgle taxpayer or $7500 for 
a married one9, an exemption of the lesser of.$1©©0 (#1500 If
the taxpayer is over 65) or the aaommt by which $2000 exceeds
• ■ ' ' - " : ' ' ' Msimess or employment income is allowed® fhere is also ah

exemption of $5#© for a spouse whose total Income does mot
exceed $200©g and |4@© for each dependente

fable lip page 4fg sets forth exemption policy as 
it was in 1949 and as it was in 1960o It must be emphasized 
that this:table does mo t show changes over time a It merely 
Is a static table presenting exemption policy as it was in, 
1949 and as if was in 1960o It is quite possible that in 
1959 exemption policy was t̂ -ite different than presented in 
19600 lherefore9 any conclusions drawn regarding direction 
of change or implying change over time can only be made with 
this point in mindo

. ©me of the most significant changes that has taken 
place has been the number of states that pattern their exempt 
tiom policy after that .of the federal government<, In 1949 the 
federal exemptions were #60© for single taxpayers> $120© for



■married taxpayers and $600 for dependents0 This is9 of 
e©mrse9 what they are todays for pmrposes of comparison we 
shall only look at single, married9 and dependent's exemp
tions 0 In 1949s as seen from Table II9 page 47s Kansas was 
the only state allowing the same exemptions as the federal 
exemptiotto It should he noted also in this respeet that 
Kansas exemption levels are exactly the same for 196© taxable 
income c There were some states that elesely paralleled 
federal exemptions<? These were ©olorado, which allowed $75© 
for single persons and dependents, and double or $15®# for 
married persons© Idaho was close allowing $7@© for single 
persons and $15©© for married persons9 but it only allowed 
$20© for dependentso. Utah was very similar allowing $6®@ for 
single taxpayers and $ 1200 for married persons, "but again, 
the dependent was allowed less, $3©©o Vermont exemption 
levels were also olose, being $50© for single taxpayers and 
dependents, and double for married persons6 The significant 
point is that for 196© taxable income there were seven states 
allowing exemptions exactly the same as the federal exemptions 
for single and married taxpayers and dependentse In every 
one of these states the mse of the optional tax table is 
allowed and.the short form is usedo This illustrates the 
increased conformity to federal standards as set down by . 
federal income tax proceduresQ Perhaps as more states use 

income tax as a form of revenue and other states revise



tkelr existing ineome tax struetmre there will he an even 
greater teMeney to. parallel federal standards©

The federal government's allowance of additional 
exemptions for the blind in 1943 and for persons over 65 in 
1947 has stimulated similar provisions in state laws'© In the 
last fen years one. dozen or more states have provided for 
so-called humanizing provisions for blind and age exemptions©^ 
The extent of this coverage can be seen from Table Ig page 40g 
where present state' exemption.pelley is given for other 1 ; 
exemptions© . ; v. ■ ■ - ' ■

Some Sigmifioamt lack of change is shown -in the 
fact that ten of the ineome fax states have not changed their 
exemptions for single and; mnrfied-taxpayers and dependents © 
These are Alabama$, foioradoy Kansas9 Missourij, Hew Mexico 9 
lorth ©arolina$, Oklahoma 9 Tennessee j- Yermontj, and Virginia© 
Perhaps of even more significance is that seven of these ten 
states have not changed their :fax rate structure© This 
denotes that incomes have risen in these states sufficiently 
to allow growth in revenue without altering their rate 
structuresa Either this is true or these states have turned 
to other sources of revenue for their increased state govern
ment revenue needs© Sf the three states that have changed

^^Btates Vary Widely In Personal and dependency 
Allowaneesr The Journal of Taxation, Volume 9$ iumber 3S 
Edited %j Joseph .P© Stapchinskas«, September ̂ 19589 p© 18®©



their rate strmetmre9 Goloraie, Kajasas9 and Vermont, Solorado 
is the only one that has signifleantly rearranged its rate 
struetmr@$ mahiag the striaetw® more progressive in lower 
ineome brackets and lowering by one'percent the pereentage 
taken in the highest bracket0 Kansas has increased its tax 
rates at all levels along with Vermont^ ,

States using flat exemption provisions that have 
been changed since 1949 are ialifornia5 Delaware9 Georgia, 
Idahos, Maryland9 Massachusetts9 Mississippi, Montanap lorth 
Dakotap Oregon, South Carolina9 and Utah0 five of these 
states were mentioned;earlier when federal compliance was 
diseussedo Delaware, Idaho, Montana) Oregon, and Utah have 
altered their exemption levels t© match federal policy0 
Delaware lowered its single exemption from #1000 to #6©@9 its 
married exemption from |2@@© t© |12©©9 and raised its depen
dency exemptloh from |20© to |6@0o Delaware also greatly 
increased its tax rates changing its highest rate from three 
percent to a high of eight percent© Idaho altered its exemp
tions slightly, lowering its single exemption from |T©© to 
16009 its married exemption from $1500 to $120©, and raising 
its dependency exemption from;#20© to #600o Idaho rates als® 
increased from a high rate of eight percent to nine and 
one-half percent on the same income bracket© Montana, in 
complying with the federal exemptionj, lowered its single 
exemption from §1@0® to #600, its married exemption from



$2©0© to $1200, and raised its dependency exemption from 
$30© to $6©©d, Montana also raised .its highest tax rate from 
four pereemt to seven pereento Oregon just slightly adjusted 
its exemptions to mateh federal exemptions by lowering its 
single exemption from $750 to $60®, its married exemption 
from $15©© to $1200$ and raising its dependency exemption 
from $30© to $600e Oregonfs high rate went from eight percent 
to nine and one-half pereento Utah was unique among these 
states in that its exemption for single taxpayers was already 
$6©© and Its married exemption was $12006 It did change its 
dependency provision from $3©0 to $600 but did not change its 
tax rates* One point that seems to stand out is the fact 
that in all the states mentioned above there was an upward 
change in dependency provisions $ and a lowering of single and 
married exemptions except in Oregon where the single and 
married exemptions in 1949 were already at the federal levelo 

. Oontinuing with states that have changed their 
exemptions $ ©alifornia lowered its single exemption from $200© 
to a new level of $1500, its married exemption from $35©© to

1. - '
$3©0© and raised its dependency exemption from $400 to $600® 
©alifornia tax rates also jumped by one percent from a high 
rate of six to seven percent® South Oarolina slightly 
changed its exemption for married persons from $1800 to $2000 
while leaving its single exemption at the same level of $1000® 
It also raised the dependeney exemption from $200 to $4006



Soiitl. ©aicelima rates ime^eage# from a high of five percent t@
seTen pereeato Mississippi made the biggest change raisiag
its single exemption from #1000 to #4000 and its married
exemption from #2500 to #6©0©$ bmt lowered its dependency
exemption from #400 to nothing0 it:also changed its tax
strncture by applying a higher rate of tax on lower income
bracketso Georgia and Worth lakota had one thing in e©mm©n0
These two states actually lowered their rates while raising
their exemptions0 Georgia raised its single exemption from
#1 @®@ to # 1500s. its married exemption from $25©© to $30009
and its depeadeney exemption; from $400 to $60©o It changed
its high rate from seven percent to six percent and lowered
the maximum income braeketo Worth Dakota raised its single
exemption from #5©© to $6009 and its^dependency exemption
from #50© to $6009 but left its married exemption at $1500©
Worth Dakota lowered its highest marginal rate from fifteen
percent to eleven percent0 Two states taxing special types

* ■ - • of income changed their exemptions also® Massachusetts
changed its dependency exemption from $25© to #400 but did
not effect any changes in its single or married exemption
provisions o Its proportionate tax rate on employment and
business income was raised from one and one-half percent to
two and one-half percentb Maryland lowered its exemption for
single taxpayers from #1000 to #800 and its married exemption
from #2000. to $16009 but raised its dependeney exemption
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from. |400 to |8S©t> It also c,hanged its tax rate from five 
pereert om investment income and two percent on the ialanee.j, 
to five pereent on Investment ineome and three percent on the 
halaneeo

Againg, the most signifieant change has been that of 
lowering the single and married exemption and raising the 
dependency exemption0 There has "been some change in tax rates 
for the most part in an upward direetion9 with only a few 
states aetnally decreasing their rates and a very few remain
ing with the same rate strmetnreo Changes in rate strmetmres 
and ineome hraekets. will he dismissed in more detail in a 
later section of this chapter« •

It is signifieant that some states have changed 
from the mse of one exemption type to anothere. Arizona 
changed from a tax credit exemption of |1© for single persons $, 
|2® for married persons9 and #4 for dependents (whieh9 using 
formmla 2“4s, page is the efnivalent of a |l®@0 exemption 
for single persons $, #2000 for; married persons and #400 for 
dependents) to a flat exemption provision of #100© for single
personsj, #2000 for married couples and $600 for dependents*

, ■■ . ■■ ' ’ ' ; .  ̂ - /  „

She significant change was in. the dependent®s exemption9
Increasing it #200 over the 1949 levela

' lew York and Arkansas did 3mst the oppositee In
194f lew York allowed #10©© for single1persons9 #2§©0 for
married persons and $40© for dependents® In i960 lew York



allewed a |1© tax eredit for pimgle persons s #25 for married 
persons and no thing for dependents 0 Ske flat exemption eq.ni*r*= 
|,lmnts are #500 for single persons and $1250 for married tax- 
payerso This does represent a eliange9 M t  it must he pointed 
ent that lew York hasls its taxable imeeae on eompmted federal 
taxable ineome9 thms allowing .the taxpayer t© take his federal 
exemptions1 and alse his lew York tax ereditso In 1949 ;
Arkansas allowed #2500 for single persons9 #350© for married 
persons9 and #400 for dependents o In Ifi© Arkansas allowed a 
tax eredit of $17o5© for single persons9 $35 for married 
persons and #6 for dependents» . The tax exemption equivalents 
are #175©9 #35@© and $6©0 respeetively9 whieh shows some re- 
dmetlen and some iri©rease» Arkansas tax rates remain 
nominally the same as in 1949 o

Of the other fomr tax credit states 9 only Iowa tax 
of edits have stayed the sa.me9 although its tax rates have , 
inereasedo This has made Iowa|s tax more progressiveo The 
other tax eredit states have had various ©barges 0. Wisconsin 
lowered its single tax eredit. from #8 to #7 and Its"married. 
tax eredit from $17o5© to #l4o While doing this it raised 
its dependeney eredit from #4 to $7« Wiseonsin also raised 
its tax 'rates whieh has hade Its tax more progressive0 
Kentmeky lowered its single credit from $20 to $13 and its 
married eredit from $5© to $26 while raising its dependeney 
eredit from $10 to $136 Kentmeky also raised its tax rateso



Himes eta made' the least changes raising its dependency 
credit t© #14 from #1©9 and leaving its single and married 
eredits the same<, Minnesota also increased the progressivity 
©f its rate : strmetnre 8 hmt only slightly«, ,

loTiisianag the ©nly state t© mse the flat exemption
dedmeted from the first bracket of income9 ©hanged its exemp
tions from |1@©© for single persons to |2§@©s> its married ' 
exemption from #25©© to |5©©© and left its dependency exemp
tion at #40© o There was no change in its, rates from the 1949 
rate strnotmreo

H I  BXEHPTIQI All PP.O§aESSIOI .
At the beginning of this chapter mention was made of

the dmal role played by the tax exemption® It protects a ; 
minimum of subsIstance and conforms to the rules of ability 
to pay and equity$ and renders a proportionate income tax 
progressive® Therefore9 if an income tax structure is such 
that it progresses evenly and concludes by taxing high incomes 
at a high tax rate$, and if living costs in this state are 
high also g so that a large exemption can be allowed according 
to the protection of the minimum of snbsistance9 then the rate 
structure of the income tax will be more progressive than a 
stmreture that does not meet,, these refuireaents0 Its .actual . 
effectiveness will depend upon the-level of incomes in that 
state in relation to the income brackets upon which the
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higher tax rates are applied^ and the degree of deductions 

: allowed that might favor higher income levels $ and in 
general, the degred of tax avoidance enjoyed hy different 
income levels0 The importanoe of certain:discriminatory 
deductions will he brought up in the next section of this 

• chapter6 - . . ■ . . s- .
If the tax system.is to be made less regressive " 

and more nearly proportionate (or progressive)) it must do so 
by equalizing effective rates of tax® Effective rates of tax 
relate taxes paid to incomes received* If the tax system is 
to meet the requirements of equity and ability to pay, and 
cause a redistribution of incomes, utility) or whatever it is 
decided to redistribute) a more progressive income tax with 
relatively high rates of tax on the upper brackets will be 
more effective than an income tax with lower rates *

' Progresslvltyr Mate s ahd Exemptions @ ■
Table III, page 5#g shows that there.are only a 

very few states with high rates and high exemptionse It 
seems that Galifernia d.s the only state to apply a high 
exemption (exempting: $1500 for single taxpayers) and to apply 
a high marginal rate* In relation to other states) Oalifernia 
is tied for fifth highest in single exemptions and is slightly 
above the average highest rate of tax, taxing incomes over 
§15)000 at seven percent* South Oarolina and Worth Oarolina 
seem to be next being tied for seventh highest in single



STATS SI1GDS
TA11S III 

BXEMPTIOIS" AID HIGHEST BRACKET ! 
: 
8

Single Highest To Income Place of
State ]Exemption Place State Bracket Rate , Above Single Exemption

Mississippi #5,000 1st Worth Dakota 11% : #15,©0O 12th
Louisiana 2,500 2nd Minnesota 10o5 20,000 7 th
Massachusetts 2,000 3rd lew York 10 15,000 13th
Iowa 2 s, ©0© ̂a ̂ 3rd Oregon 9o5 8,©00 12th
Arkansas 1,750(a) 4th Idaho 9o5 5,000 12 th
Mew Mexleo 1,500 5th Hawaii . ' 9 : ■ 30,000 14th
Alabama 1,500 5 th Colorado 10,000 9th
Georgia 1,500 5th Wisconsin 8o5 14,000 10th
California 1,500 5th Delaware 8 8,00© 12th
Missouri 1,200 6 th Vermont 7»5 5,000 13th
Virginia 1,000 7th South Carolina 7 10,000 7th
Worth Carolina 1 ,000 7 th Worth Carolina 7 10,000 7th
South Carolina 1 ,000 7th Montana 7 7,000 12th
Oklahoma 1O 7th California 7 ;; 15,000 5th
Arizona 1,000 7th Oklahoma • 6 7,500 7th
Minnesota ___1,O0oCa) 7th Kentucky 6 8,000 11th
Maryland 800 8 th Mississippi 6 25,000 1st
Colorado 750 9 th Iiouisiana 6 50,000 2nd
Wisconsin 700 10th Georgia 6 10,000 5th
Kentucky 65©(a) 11th Kansas 5o5 7,000 12th
lew Hampshire 600 12th Virginia 5 5,000 7 th
Delaware 60© 12th Wtah ■ 5 4$000 12 th
Oregon 600 12th Arkansas 5 25,000 4th
Alaska 600 12th Alabama : 5 5,000 5 th
Worth Dakota 600 12 th Arizona. ' 4o5 7,000 7th .
Kansas 600 12th Iowa • 4 4,000 3rd
Montana 600 12th Missouri 4 9,000 6 th
Idaho 600 12th lew Mexico 4 100,000 5th
Wtah 600 12 th Tennessee lb) 15th
lew York 5©o(a) 13th lew Hampshire (bj. 1 2th
Vermont 500 13th Alaska lb) 1 2th
Hawaii 400 14th Maryland (b) 8th
Tennessee • 1 5 th Massachusetts " ( ) : .... 3rd....

Semree t Compiled from state individual ineome tax forms for 1960® 
â^Tax credit states (used formula 2 = 4 ) 0 
^^Proportional Tax©



exemptions and taxing incomes over $10,000 at seven percent0 
Except for these three states there do not seem to he any 
others that allow a high exemption along with a high marginal 
rate of tax® In fact this table shows that jnst the opposite 
is tie easeo' States allowing a high exemption seem to have 
the low marginal tax rates, and those with low exemptions 
seem to have high marginal tax rates® This is a significant 
factor in determining how exemptions are set in reality®
This will he discussed in greater detail in Chapter IT® At 
this point it need only he pointed ont that there are few 
states holding the position of having a high marginal rate 
and a high exemption®

One argument should he reiterated® High marginal 
rates that apply to high levels of income are actually 
ineffective as compared to low rates where taxable incomes 
are low and where deductions are allowed that will discrimi
nate in favor of high income groups® If high marginal rates 
apply to lower levels of income and discriminatory deduce 
tions are not allowed in a state where taxable incomes are 
lower, then a high marginal rate of tax and a subsistence 
exemption will be effective®

Changes in Tax Rates and Income Brackets® .
Table II, page 4?9 shows that nineteen states have 

changed their income tax structure since 1949® Of these only



two have aetmlly lowered their rateso Georgia lowered its 
highest.rate from seven pereeat to six percent and also lowered 
its highest imeome bracket0 Worth lakota lowered its highest 
rate from fifteen to eiewem pereemt keeping the same highest 
income bracket* Arizona adjusted Its whole rate structure by- 
raising some of the lower rates while keeping the high rate 
the same* California raised its highest rate from six to 
seven pereemt and lowered, the high income bracket from 1259 000 
to #1590000 Colorado adjusted its rates by lowering the high ' 
rates from ten to nine percent bmt raised its lower rates by 
as mmeh as two percent* It also applied a smrtax income from 
intangibles over #5@@@ at two percent in 19600 . Delaware 
raised its high rate from three.to eight percent and added 
more tax brackets while lowering its highest income bracket 
from $1©p©©Q to |8@©@e Idaho kept the same Imeeme brackets 
bnt raised all its rates changing the highest rate from eight 
to nine and one-half percent and also levied an excise tax of 
|l© on the receipt of income in 1960O Iowa raised its rates 
by changing the high rate from three and three-qnarters per
cent to femr percent while leaving its income brackets the 
same * Zansas also left its income brackets the same bmt 
changed its rates* raising the high rate from fear to five 
and one-half percent* Kentacky added another bracket by tax
ing incomes over $B©©© at six. percent and levying a progres
sive smrtax of ten pereeat on the: first #25 of regmlar tax*



twenty percent on tke next #75 of regular tax9 and thirty , 
pereeat on all regular tax ever $1©@ in 196©o SEianesota 
changed its income ‘brackets slightly and also raised its rates 
very slightly* It applied a surtax of ten percent of the 
regular tax liability in 196©0 Eississippi ehanged its tax 
structure by raising its lower income brackets and thus taxing 
them at a higher rate0 Missouri changed its structure from 
one that was semi=proportional ( taxing higher amounts of in
come at higher proportionate rates) to a structure that is 
now progressiveo Montana ohanged both its income brackets 
and its rates8 raising its high rate from four to seven per
cent «, lew York raised its rates While also going from a flat 
exemption to the use of :the tax eredit method of exemption^ 
Oregon changed its income brackets slightly and also in
creased the progressivity of its. tax by raising its high rate 
from eight to nine and one-half pereento South Carolina 
added two new income brackets taxing the next $2000 over 
$8000 at six percent9 and taxing all income above $109000 at 
seven pereento Vermont kept its old income brackets but 
raised all its rates 9 raising its high rate from five and 
one-half percent to seven and one-half pereento Wisconsin 
adjusted both its income brackets and its tax rates and also 
applied a surtax of twenty percent on the tax liability in 
19606 These states that had no changes at- all were Alabama9 
Arkansas 9 Louisiana9 lew Mexico $ Worth ©arelima9 Oklahomas



feimesees, IJtah8 and Tirginia0 The signifieance of this short 
study can he summarized hy.stating that the predominate change 
from 1949 was one of increased rates and/or increased income ■ 
brackets $, which produced increased revenue collections® .
Shis seems a logical change to finance increasing state em=»

Deduction/s Affects on the Income Taro :
An article by Violet Sollie illustrates the affects 

of a discriminatory deductlong or a deduction that allows 
certain income groups tax relief0 She says that states differ 
in the exclusions from income and in different deduetiems t 
allowed9 which affects the tax bills of the taxpayers0 In 
comparing tax bills of people with the same income but differ
ent family circumstances s a surprising conclusion can be 
made 0 A single person with a net income of |1@©5O00 (befcre 
personal exemptions or deductions for income taxes - state . 
and federal) will pay a smaller state income tax than a 
married taxpayer with a dependent wife and two dependent 
children In Alabama^ Arizona^ Qolerado, Idaho2 Iowa9 Kansas9 
Kemtuckyg'louislanag Minnesota9 Missouri^ Montanas lorth ■ 
lak©tap Oklahoma9 ©regohiand Itaho In Minnesota8 Iowa, 
Kentucky9 and Wtah9 this tax advantage will be apparent at 
the #1©9©©© income level» In Alabamag Kansas9 Missouri9 
Montana9 'lorth:lakota, and Oregon9 it appears at the 12®9©0© 
income level9 and in Idaho and ©klahoma at the S25$000 income
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levelo This is tlie result of certain states allowing the 
dedmetion of federal income tax from net income to arrive at 
taxable income0 When the,federal tax was small it did not 
serionsly affect state, taxes> Tmf with the growth of the 
federal Income tax this dedhetlon tends to distort effective 
state income taxes0 The state tax decreases as the federal
tax increases $, and the federal tax increases as the state tax
decreases o This is "because the federal tax is computed on the 
income left after state taxes ate deducted9 and the federal 
tax is deducted either in the year paid or aeermedo-^ -

From this it can he seen that any deduction that
discriminates quantitatively in: favor of one income groupras 
opposed to another will alter the effective rate of tax©
A deduction or exemption that ̂ applies primarily to higher 
income groups and does not apply to any extent to lower 
income groups may alter the effective rate of the tax? 
depending : on other exemptions and. deductions$, and may alter 
the effective tax structure enough to make a progressive tax 
regressivep using net income as a base for determining the 
type of rate structure©

In the ease presented by Violet Sollieg single 
members of higher income groups will have less deductions and 
exemptions from their net incomes© Therefore 9 their federal

^Violet. i,o Soliies fAre State Personal Income 
Taxes Regressive?" Taxes „ Febriaary9 1959.Po 169e '.



tax liaiDllity will, "be larger than that of other members of 
the same high income group who have certain dedmetions and 
exemptions from their net incomes due to family situation0 
In states that allow the dedmetion of federal income taxes 
from net income in order to arrive at state taxable income s 
the single.member ? s state tax liability may be lower than a 
married man!s tax liability in the same net income group9 
bechuse of, the single member;! s ,larger federal tax liability 
She crux of the problem lies in the fact that even though 
both taxpayers have the same net income before personal 
exemptions or deductions, after the personal exemptions are 
deducted the family,man-is; in a lower taxable income groups 
and therefore9 his effective rate of tax should be lower than 
the single manfs in order to maintain a progressive rate 
struetureo v The single manls taxable income now is;larger 
than the family manis® What actually happens is that due to 
the ability of the taxpayers to deduct federal income taxes 
from their, incomes in order to arrive at taxable, income, and 
due to the fact that the single person has a larger federal 
tax liability to deduct, the single manIs state tax liability 
is less than the married manfs state tax liability causing the 
tax structure to seem regressive,® The argument of regression 
holds only if one uses taxable income before the federal tax 
is deducted, and after the exemption is deducted, as a base 
for determining the effective rate of tax®



; If one assnmes that an exemption Is. necessarya then 
he is merely saying that a person with dependents and a wife 
shomld he in a lower income bracket and thus should pay less 
tax than a person without these depend.ents0 If one giwessa 
deduofiom for federal taxes then he is assuming that this 
person should als® be in a lower ineome bracket and.should 
not pay as much tax* If it happens that the person with the 
federal tax deduction has a la,rger deduction than the married 
person, with several exemptions s then he is 9 by matMaties 9 in 
a lower ineome bracket and should only have to pay a smaller 
taxo In this case there is no reason to call the tax regres
sive g,. unless the single man pays a larger percentage of his 
taxable ineome than the family man<, If one believes that the 
family man should pay lower taxes (and if he doesn't then the 
tax is regressive)then the family man should be allowed a 
larger exemption to put him in•a lower ineome bracket©

fable IT9 page 679 shows that in Ifi© there-were 
nineteen states allowing the deduction of federal tax, while 
fourteen states did not allow this deduetioro It should be 
emphasized that any deduction that discriminates in favor of 
any income groups will alter the effective rate structure of 
state income taxes* Federal tax deductibility is but one 
example of what happens when a. deduction is allowed that in 
effect, discriminates in favor of persons with high incomes, 
because they will haVe a larger federal tax liability
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HDIYIDHAL IIOOME IAS STATES .

IABL1 IV 
1ID FEDERAL fAX DEDHGfIBILIfl? 1 §?60

.Eed® fax fed® fax fed® fax
State Deductible State Deductible State leduetibli

Alatama yes' Kansas yes Hew York no
Alaska no Kentucky yes ;:: Ho rth Carolima no
Arizona yes Louisiana yes Morth Dakota yes
Arkansas no Maryland no Oklahoma yes
California no Massachusetts no Oregon yes
Colorado yes Minnesota yes South Carolina yes^)
Delaware yes^a) Mississippi no Tennessee no
Georgia no Missouri yes Htah . yes
Hawaii no Montana yes Vermont no
Idaho yes Hew Hampshire : no Virginia no
Iowa yes Hew Mexico yes Wisconsin yes^)

Scmreez Compiled, from state individual income tax returns and instructions for 1960o 
(a)|300 maximum single? $600 maximum joint*
(k)i0t to exceed $500®
 ̂e^Hot to exceed 3% of net income0



dednetioBo A study will be cited im the Bext chapter that 
presents state tax systems and shews the effective types ef 
tax of the tax system as a whole*
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II A1ALTSIS OF PHESBHT EXEHPEI©! POLICIES

After having set forth the eriteria f@r a good 
exemption policy in Chapter I and presenting present exemp
tion. poliey in Chapter II9 the remaining task is t# compare 
present exemption policy with the eriteria of a good exemp
tion policy and then to draw conclusionse As was stated in 
the summary of Chapter 1$ a good exemption policy is one that 
provides an exemption which approximates a minimum ofsuhsis- 
tanee or comfort or at least varies directly with cost of 
living changes* It will he noted in the eonelmiing chapter 
that an exemption which yaries positively with cost of living 
changes may he In conflict with other goals or procedures Am 
©mr economy* If the exemption is allowed to vary too closely 
with cost of living changes $, the built-in stahalization 
aspects of the Individual income tax womld diminish in im
portance 0 If demand slackens$, inventories pile ups unemploy
ment increases9 income and prices fall9 then the exemption9 
if tied closely with eost.factors9; shomld he loweredo Those 
taxpayers who might have dropped into a lower income group9 
and perhaps helow the exemption coverage 9 would still have to 
pay some income fax if the exemption were lowered*



©©lleetiems from tke ineome tax w©mid fee more im this ease 
tkam if the exemption were kept at the original levele At 
a time whem it womid seem important to give the taxpayer 
relief from taxation,, the lowering of the exemption, to paral<= 
lei the lower eost of smfesistance would instead smfejeet the 
taxpayer to income taxatioho .

iTea thoagh there seems to fee a cenfliet with 
stabilization policy9 the exemption level shomld fee adjusted 
periodically with eost of living changes„ In the past deeade 
eeonomle flmetmations in prices ineomej, and employment have 
feeen of a relatively skort-rum nature» If the eeonomy is 
entering into a recession and eosts decreases the state 
government can acknowledge this and mse the exemption level 
at the state8s discretion as a stabilizer9 even though this 
type of stafeillzaticn policy may fee more effective on a 
national scale o She point is $, exemption levels should fee 
adjusted for long run secular changes in price and cost of 
living levels* not only to adjust for price changes femt to 
adjust for an expanding or contracting basket of goods that 
may fee included under a minimum of sufesistameeo So illustrate 
the points, many so-called lupary goods that were primarily 
purchased fey high ineome groups years ago are now considered 
necessities to the population* and it seems likely that as 
the economy expands* the sufesistance basket of goods will 
change not only fey the addition of added goods* but also fey .



the seeular change in prices ©f the original goeds* .
A good aeasmre of present exemption policy would he 

to determine whether or not the exemption level has kept up 
with secular price changesQ Shis would he a eomparison of 
percentage ehaages in exemption levels with percentage changes 
in prieeso Another possihle.,measure of the exemption would he 
to see if there is any positive correlation between exemption 
levels and per capita incomes0 In states where per capita 
incomes were higher the exemption would also he higher$, 
assuming that per capita income reflects costs of living in 
that staieb A state that had a high cost of livihg would then 
have a more .expensive minimum ofsmhssstance to protecto In 
this ease9 the exemption should he higher than the exemption 
of another state where per capita incomes were lower©.

In the summary of Ohapter Ig it was said that the 
exemptions by making the income tax more progressive* could 
offset some of; the Inequalities of a regressive tax systemc '• . 
This assumes that state tax systems are regressive in effect© 
If the opposite is the case and the tax system is quite pro
gressives the argument for a higher exemption or for any 
further exemptions that might discriminate in favor of lower 
income groups loses some of its importance© Per this reason 
it should he determined whether or not state tax systems are 
regressive© She assumptions necessary for this determination 
and the extent of regression should also he set forth©



I'iBallyg it mmst "be determined, what faetors aetnallj
. ' ■ ' ,  ■ ■ . ' ■ .. . ■ ■' . d© determine exeaptiamieTelSp If state exemption levels d@

not seem t© be set according t@ a theoretical good exemption
policyp what are the deteraimaiits ©f exemptiom levels? These 

’ - , ' 
must he determined in order t© draw conclusions and to suggest
possible changes in exemption, policies0

THE MIIIHTO ©P SraSISTMOE OR OOMFOET M B  PRESE1T 
.. EX1HFTI0I 1QI.I0I . . - . .

• If the exemption is gives to protect the minimum of 
snhsistance or comfort of the taxpayer in different family or 
health situationsp it seems logical that the exemption level 
shomld be dependent on changes in costs of living in differ
ent stateso Further9 it seems logical that states having low 
per capita incomesp in comparison t© other states9 should , 
have lower exemptions9 assuming that per capita incomes 
reflect.state costs of suhsistance0 Conversly9 states having 
higher per capita incomes should have higher exemptions than 
states having lower per capita ineomeso 'Therefore9 it would, 
seem that there should he some positive correlation between 
the exemption level and the level of per capita incomes s and 
that as per capita incomes imerease.p exemption levels should 
increase alsoo

Income - Exemption Oorrelations Total Sample0
In attempting to present any correlation between 

per capita incomes and single exemption levelsg exemption
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levels, the dependent variable, will be plotted on the Y axis 
and per capita incomes, the independent variable, will be 
plotted on the X axis. To the extent that per capita incomes 
reflect costs of living in a state, a change in per capita 
incomes should be reflected in a positive change in the levels 
of single exemptions. Using a total sample, one that includes 
all thirty-three income taxing states, we arrive at Chart I.

CHART I
EXEMPTION-INCOME CORRELATION: TOTAL SAMPLE

3,30?
Single

Exemption
2,500 

2,000

1 ,000

1 ,500

500

0!_______________________________________________ i
#1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000

Per Capita Income
Source: See Appendix A



@mei: ©£ the first ©Maraiteristies of ©hart I to 'be 
noted is the wide scattering of pointss denoting, little eor= 
relation» Jllthomgh the points are widely scattered9 there 
does seem to be small correlation^ This9 however, proves to 
he negative, a higher per. capita income reflecting a lower 
exemptiono

If a regression line is plotted thromgh the scatter 
on Ghart I, the negative relationship between per capita 
incomes and exemption levels, is illustratedAssuming the 
opposite to be the desired relationship between per capita 
incomes and exemption levels.,, the regression line shows the 
inability of present exemption policy to fulfill the standards 
set down by a good exemption policy® States that have low per 
capita incomes, such as Mississippi with a per capita income 
of #11 #2, apply a,'higher exemption, ..cm the average , than 
states that have higher per capita incomes®

Income <= Exemption Correlationg Selected Samuleo
It may be arguet that because' of certain factors, 

a positive relationship exists between per capita incomes 
and single exemption levelso Because of the tendency of 
states to match federal exemption policy and to set their 
exemptions at |600 no matter what other variables are present, 
there might exist a bias, in the population^ If states with.

®See Appendix A for formula and eempufafion, page 14



higher per eapita incomes parallel their exemption policy 
after federal policyg the population might he affected enough 
to cause a negatively sloped regression line o

Ising a selected sample consisting of all income 
taxing states except those states setting their exemption at 
the federal level and states applying a tax creditwe arrive 
at Shart IIc Plotting a regression line through the scatter 
on this chart we find that the slope of the lime is still 
negative and mmeh steeper than in Chart I0 The explanation 
for this is that "because there are many states paralleling 
federal policy 5, and he cams e the federal exemption level is 
comparatively low, the effect of the low exemptions on the . 
regression line in Chart I is to earnse a smaller rate of 
change In exemptions for a given change in per eapita incomes« 
The |$06 exemptions reduce the affects of extremly high exemp
tion levels and therefore result in a more level regression 
line o In Chart II s, with, the averaging factors removed from 
the sample group$, the negatively sloped. regression line-is 
steepers, meaning that as per capita incomes are higher$, single 
exemptions are lower® This is jnst the opposite of what 
would he expected if states with, higher, per capita incomes 
allowed higher exemptions@

^See Appendix A for computation? page 110 c
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CHART II

EXEMPTION-IUCOME CORRELATION: SELECTED SAMPLE
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Source: See Appendix A.

There are some states enjoying a high per capita 
income that do apply a high exemption. California's per 
capita income is #2661 and its single exemption is #1500. 
Missouri's single exemption is #1200 and its per capita 
income is #2145. Beyond these two states there seems to be
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a® statds esmplyiBg witk this req,mirement of a good exemption 
peliejo §f eonrse g, ether, considerations may override this 
testo

Changes In Exemptions as Oompared with Changes in Prices o'
When the cost of the mimlmm of smhsistanee changes 

over times, the exemption level must he ©hanged at least in the 
same direetion as the cost change if exemption levels are .to. 
adequately protect a minimum of subsistence or eomfort0 
Because the minimum of suhsistanee ©r comfort is hard to 
define and measure and no specific suhsistanee index is avail™ 
ahle9 general price level changes will he used as a measure: 
of change in the eost of suhsistanee<, Thus9 the consumer . 
price index can he used as a general measure of price changes 
of the minimum of suhsistanee or comforts There are certain 
difficulties that must he explicitly set forth® The consumer 
price index is hased upon a national average of specific price' 
changes in certain cities.g not on a state hasis as is the 
exemption level® .&ls©9 any comparison with the consumer price 
index does not attempt to measure whether or not the exemption 
meets the cost of suhsistanee® It just attempts to measure 
whether the exemption level has kept up with the cost of livingQ 
To the extent that the market basket of goods is a valid sam
ple of goods purchased by consumers$> it would be a good mea
sure.;, but the market basket of goods was re-weighted in the



1952 fiseal year and some changes in goods mmst hare occured 
sine@o Wsing 1947 = 49 as a "base periods it can be seen that 
the index has increased by 25oT percent* In some cities 
prices have changed more than in other cities in the same 
state*, Los Angeles prices have changed 28*9 percent while , 
San Francisco prices have changed 3108 percent* This illms~ 
trates the fact that price changes within state boundaries 
have changed at different rates* The consumer price index 
measures the effects ©f price changes only and does not re= 
fleet changing consumer purchasing patterns 0 The perfect 
index would:be one that inelmded goods designated as subsis- 
tamee items 9 and which was adjusted periodically for changes 
in subsistence goods due to changing standards of living *

Table Ys page 79 9 shows that while the consumer 
price index rose 25*7 percent nationally^ most state exempt 
tion levels did not meet this change and some states reduced 
their exemptions * Wsing 1949 exemption levels as a base there 
were ten states that actually decreased their exemption levels 
while the consumer price index went up by 25*7 percent* It 
is significant to point out that of these ten states $, four 
reduced their exemptions, to comply irith federal standards * 
Oregon9 Montana9 Delaware 9 and Idaho lowered their single 
and married exemptions by as much as forty percent to meet 
federal standards * These states also raised their dependency 
exemptions by as much as 200 percent over 1949 levels while



TABLE T
PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN MAJOR EXEMPTION PROVISIONS COMPARED TO PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN 

, THE CONSUMER. PRICE. I11EX - .ALL. ITEMS AND II, SELECTED. CITIES s . .-

(1949 s 10 (1947 ~ 49 b 100) lamge in Consumer Priee Index
Seleeted Cities 
When Possible

State Single Married Dependent

Ala® 0 0 0 25 0 7
Alaska 1949 not available 25o7
Ariz® 0 0 50o© 25® 7
Arka -30 a© 0 5© a 0 25 0 7
Calif0 =25 e © -14® 3 50 oO 25*7 Los Angeles 

San Praneiseo
28
31,

ColO a 0 0 0 25*7
Delo -40 a© -4©a0 200 oO 25*7
Ga a 50o0 20 oO 50o0 25*7 Atlanta 26.
Hawaii 1949 not available
Idaho -I4aj =20a©. 2000© 25 * 7
Iowa . 0 0 0 25*7
Kansas 0 0 0 25*7
Ky® “35a© —48 a© 3®o0 25*7
. La 0.. . .150oO._ 100oO. 0 25*7
Mdo —20o0 -2000 IOOoO 25*7 Baltimore 27
Mass® 0 0 6O0O 25*7 Boston 26
Minna 0 0 40 oO 25*7 Minneapolis 26
Miss a 300 a 0 140 o0 — 100 © 0 25*7
M© a 0 0 0 25*7 St* Louis 

Kansas City
26
26

Mon t a .=A0 0 0 -40 oO IOOoO V 25*7
EaHa 1949 not applicable
N 0M 0 0 0 0 .,..25*7
Wala(a) «50a0 —50 0 0 —1000© 25*7 _ New York 24
NaCaro © 0 . 0 . 25*7 -
N 0Dak 0 2© a© 0 .2000 25*7
Okla® © 0 0 25*7
Ore® -20 oO -20 a© 10000 25*7 Portland 26.
SoCara © 11®1 10000 ' 25*7 .
Tenno 0 0 0 ;:. 25*7
Utah 0 0 IOOoO 25*7
Vta 0 0 0 15*7
Va0 0 0 0 25*7
WiSa(a) .”12o5 —20o© 75aO 25*7

o908

o4

Sourees Compile# from Statistloal Abstract of the United Statesa March9 1960g and Table II9
P® 47 a
â^Tax credit equivalent to flat exemption (formula 2 =■ 4) 0



the priee iniex wezit up 25®T pereente
Two of the states that deereased their exemption, 

levels 9 lew York and Arkansas $, reduced their equivalent tax 
exemptions ty changing from flat exemption states to tax 
credit states« lew York reduced "both its single and married 
exemption and its dependency exemption, while Arkansas lowered 
its single exemptiong. raised its dependency exemption, and 
left its married exemption unchanged0 Two Other states that 
decreased their exemptions were already tax credit states0 
Wisconsin and Kentucky loth lowered their single and married 
exemption and raised their dependency exemption0 The remain^ 
ing two states out of the ten that decreased their exemptions 
over 1949 were flat exemption states0 California and Maryland 
hoth reduced their single and married exemptions "by as much as 
twenty=-five percent while raising their dependency exemption 
hy as much as 10© percents -

It is interesting to note that wMile- the price index 
changed 25e7 percent over, 1949, there were sixteen states that 
did not change their single exemption levels0 Mleven of these 
states changed neither their married nor their dependency . 
exemption^ Arizona-s Single and married exemption remained ■ 
the same even though this state changed from a tax credit to 
a flat exemption^ Its dependency exemption increased hy fifty 
percent® Massachusetts retained the same single and married 
exemption hut Inereased its dependency exemption hy sixty



pereeato Minaesota also retained tiie same single and married 
exemption imt; increased its dependency exemption ty forty per~ 
cento Wtah^ in complying,with federal standards9 left its 
single and married exemption the same., M t  raised its depen
dency exemption ty 1©© percent t© "bring it in line with the ' 
federal dependency exemptiomo She eleven other states that 
did net change their exemptions are Alabama$, ©olorado, Ioiras 
Kansas^ Missouris .lew Mexico9 Worth Carolina9 Oklahoma8 
Sennessee9 Vermont;, and Virginia^

Shere are four states that increased their single 
exemptionso, Georgia increased its single exemption by fifty 
percent5 its married exemption by twenty percent and its de
pendency exemption by fifty percent0 Louisiana increased 
its single exemption 13© percent^ its married exemption 10© 
percent and :did not change its dependency exemption® 
Mississippi raised its single exemption 3®© percents its 
married exemption 14© percents, and lowered its dependency 
exemption 1®0 percent0 Out of thirty states measured for 
Change9 only Worth Dakota's changes in exemption levelsr have 
come close to matching changes in the consumer price index0 
Its single exemption changed twenty percent over 1949® Its 
married exemption did not change but its dependency exemp
tion increased by twenty percent® This change was probably 
due to factors other than price level changes®



Hae results of Table Ys page 79 $> are that enlj one 
state has changed Its exemption levels to meet changes in 
priees sinee 0 It must be pointed out that Table T . .
merely illustrates pereemtage changes over 1949 levels» It 
is possible that in some states where there was a reduction 
in exemptions it was thought that previous exemption levels . 
were in excess of a minimum of subsistence, and that lowering 
them! would bring them im line with the costs of a minimum of 
snbsistaneea On the average the prevailing action was one of 
inaction with sixteen states retaining the- same exemption 
levels as In - 0 . ';i.no:ther; f ae tor' that could explain the
lack of change in state exemptions was the fact that federal 
exemptions did not change since 1#49e If there were mo 
pressing need for more revenue s: legislators im many states 
which paralleled their exemptions after federal exemptions 
would have mo reason to change their exemption levels©

©onelmsions that can be drawn from Table iY page 79@ 
are that consumer prices increased 25o7 percent since the 
base period© luring this same periodg most state exemptions 
either decreased or remained the same © Very f ew states actu^ 
ally increased their exemptions and only one state increased 
its exemptions by approximately the same percentage as the 
percentage increase in prices»



2E1 SfAEE !DAX STSflM
. It must be determine^ if W e  state tax system is 

regressive befere the argument,in favor of an exemption can 
be validated on the grounds that it:'increases the progressi- 
vity of the, ineoae tax and thereby offsets some regressivity 
in the tax systemo There is much confusion present when 
disenssing different taxes as to whether or not the tax is
progressive9 regressive 8 or proportionalo Buchanan and

' ■ ■ a q " - '  v;-: - . ' . v . ' ' 'others point this onto Strictly speaking, most excise or
sales taxes are proportional in their statutory farm* If the 
sales tax is two percent of sales, this is a proportional tax 
since.this rate does not vary with the amount of the sale0 
Still it is said that the sales tax is regressive rather - ; 
than proportionale The basis for this argument is. that if 
income rather than sales is used as a base, the effective 
rate of tax on, income may be r e g r e s s i v e T h i s  is a techni
cally incorrect application of the concept of regression, but 
it is nevertheless useful in judging the relative effects of 
different methods of taxation0 In judging whether or not
state tax systems are regressive we will be interested in the

^imehanar, OPo cit0 a pp0 256, 257? 456? and 4619 
and Lutz, 0po cit0« pp0 333, 334®

• ^Buchanan, O^o cito? p= 257®
^Lutzo 0Po eit®, p® 334®



effective rates of taxj, with money incomes used as a "base0

Emnirieal Study of a State iaz System0
. .• A ease study has been made by Hus grave 9 0arroll9 

0o©h and Zrane, on the distribution of tax payments fsy income 
groups fhis study has been cited in subsequent articles
by Hus grave ©ne of the main problems confronting the 
authors was the problem ofburdeuo Their definition of 
burden emitted factors such as expenditures and utility and 
considered only changes in welfare as reflected in corres
ponding; changes in money incomes 0 The burden of taxations, 
as they defined its, was the difference between a taxpayer,s 
actual money income net of tax and what his income would be 
in the absence of the taxG This difference is defined as 
including differences in money income before taxs, differences 
in personal taxes paid* and differences in excise tax pay
ments imputed to the particular taxpayerso^1 Because there 
is such a diversity in state income tax rates and exemptionss

Husgrave, Jo do ©arrollg, h® le ©ook* and 
ho Brane* "Distribution of Tax Payments by Income ©roups? A 
Gase Study.for i948f The national Tax Journal, Volume IV, 
Humber 1, Hareh, 19Sl9 ,PP» 1 to 53°

4% o  Ao Husgrave, "Taxation and Bower Income 
Groups" Monthly Labor B e v i e w December0 1953g p@. 40

4^Husgrave, Garroll,’ Gook, and Irane, 0po clto,
Po 46 ,



the authors used Wisconsin as a standard for determining 
total state income tax harden0

Assumptions Regarding Barden and Westing Place of the fax<>
Before any attempt can te made to determine the .

effective rates of tax applieahle to various income groups9 
certain assumptions must he made regarding the final resting 
place of the taxo The resting place of the entire personal 
income tax'- is assumed to he with the individual upon whom the 
statutory liability is imposed^ It is assumed hy the authors 
that one-third of the corporate tax is shifted forward to 
consumers j, and one-eighth of the tax is shifted backward to 
the wage earners $, the remainder falling on profits 0 Such 
benefit taxes as gasoline are included in the total of excise 
taxes o' Excise and sales taxes of all kinds are assumed to be 
entirely shifted forward to the eonsumero The revenue of in
direct taxes is thus allocated by spending unit income brackets 
in accordance with the distribution of consumer expenditures 
in order to arrive at the effective burden from excise taxa-

JiOtion on income groups^
, Assumptions regarding the property tax are more
eomplexo The total jSdld of the property tax is divided into 
fourteen component'partsa The first division is between taxes 
paid oh real estate and taxes paid on personal property®

48Ibidos Pa 20o



fke tax cm real-estate is subdivided into taxes paid on owner 
occupied hemes$, leased residential propertyg "business property 
and farm property0 In each of the above eases a further divi
sion is made between taxes on assessed land values and taxes 
on assessed value of improvements® fhe tax yield allocated
to personal property is divided between property held by
farmers 9 businesses 9 and non-farm individuals o' In each ease 
a further distinction is drawn between a tax on tangibles and 
a tax on intangibles® fo the extent that the real estate tax 
is assessed upon the value of land® the tax is assumed to rest
upon the owner» ' This complies with the principle that a tax
on land cannot be shifted and rests on the owner® since rent 
is not a determinant of the price® To the extent that the 
tax or real estate is assessed upon the value of improvements 
it may or may not be shifted depending upon the type of pro
perty 0 The first subdivision of real estate taxation is 
owner occupied homes® This part of the tax is taken to rest 
upon the owner® With the second subdivision® leased residen
tial property® the tax on improvements is said to rest on 
the tenant sinee ..taxes on improvements are inereases in 
costs® With the third subdivision® business property® the 
tax on improvements is treated as an excise entering into 
the general ©Osts of' doing busihess® In this ease the tax 
is assumed to be shifted forward and is allocated in the 
same manner as excise taxes are®; With the fourth subdivision®



farm property9 taxes on improvements to farm property are 
assumed to le passed on to the eonsiamer9 "beeamse it is 
furtker assiimei. that tke assessed valne of improvements in 
farm real estate refleets knsiness rather than residential :■ 
facilities®^

~ Tke second major subdivision of property is that of
personal property® The tax .on personal property is divided up 
into taxes on intangibles and taxes on tangibles® Tke tax on 
tangible property owned by individuals is assumed to rest 
with tke owner o The tax on tangible property omed by busi
nesses and farmers is considered a-cost of prodmetion and is 
assumed to be shifted forward as excise taxes are and is 
allocated according to the distribution of total consumer 
expenditureso With intangibles 9 the tax is assumed to be 
passed forward and is handled as the tax on tangibles when 
the property is held by businesses and farmers® The tax on 
intangibles held by individuals is assumed to be on the indi= 
vidual and is not shifted®-*®

Assumptions as to the final resting place of social 
security taxes are that the employer^s share of the tax is 
assumed to. be shifted ©ne=third to wage earners and two™ 
thirds to the consumer® The employee!s share is assumed to

#Ib i d ®. p® 21®
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fall ©a. wage earners □ Ike part ©f the tax whieh falls mp©m 
wage earhers is allocated aecordiag to am estimated distrite- 
tiom ©f e@vered wage imeome lay spending unit income brackets 

fhe assumptions regarding estate9 inheritance^ and 
gift taxes are that the taxes rest upon those in the highest 
income brackets of the study which are incomes above 175®®© 
This is done beearnse of the high levels of exemptions per
mitted under both federal and state succession taxes

The results of the authorfs study can be seen in 
Table ?IP page lines onep twos and three give the dollar
amounts of total tax payments contributed by spending units 
within the various income brackets© lines four9 five g and 
six give the corresponding percentage distribution per income 
bracket, of total tax paymentso lines seven? eight? and nine 
give .the percent of bracket income paid in taxes® These , 
lines are the effective rates of tax representing the percen
tage of that income bracket paid in taxes? and are the per
centage figures most pertinent in determining the type of 
tax structure® lines seven?, eight? and nine? therefore? will 
tell us whether or not the tax structure is regressive®

From lines seven? eight? and nine we can see that 
in state and local tax systems there is a high amount of

^ Ibldo? ppo 24? 25©
-^LoCo cito



$AB1E VI
BISIRIBUflOI OB IAX PAYMENTS~ BI II0O1E GROUPS: S1HMABT 1948
„, ., .. . - .(money amounts in millions _ of.dollars). ..

Spending Unit Income Brackets (Thousands of dollars)
Item Under 1 1 = 2 2. = 3“ 3, = g « 7a5 7o5 and~~over fotal

Amounts
(1) federal. 620 2,243 5,392 6,682 5,079 6,754 17,010 43,794
(2) State and local 433 1,123 2,131 '2,512 1,755 2,061 3,542■ 13,-552
(3 ) All levels. 1,052 3,366 7,523 9,194 6,834 8,815 20,552 57,344

Percent of yield total 
(4) federal 1?4 5 = 1 12=3 15 = 3 11 =6 15=4 38=8 100=0
(5) State and local 3o2 8=3 1.5=7 18 = 5 12=9 15=2 26=1 100 = 0
(1) A H  levels. . 1 08 5=9 13=1 . 16=© . 11 =9 15=4 35=8 100=0

Percent of income 
(7) federal 16o5 16=2 1806 19=0 19=3 21=1 30=1 22 = 3
(8) State and local 1106 8 6 1 7=3 7=1 6=7 6=4 6=3 6=9
. a0 State .. 5o8 3=9 3=7 3=7 3=5 3=4 3=4 3=6

t>e local 5o8 4=2 3=7 3=5 3=2 3=0 2=8# 3=3(9) All"levels 2801 24 0 3 25=9 26 01 26=0 27=6 36=3 29 = 2

Source: .'.'Uistritotion of lax Payments by Income Groups? A Case Study for 1948s 11
National fax Journal 9 Mar oh g 1951? P» 27 o , ... .
lotes Details may not add to totals because of rounding0

00VD



regressleiLg witk speBdiiLg mBits" mBder |l©00 payiag 11 per^ 
©emt ©f their ineoines in taxeso This amemmt decreases as a 
percentage of spending unit ineemes as incomes rise9 ending 
up with spending units in ;the highest bracket paying ©nly 603 
percent @f their incomes in taxes0

If the tax system is expanded to include federal 
taxation as well as state and local taxations results differ0 
Prom line nine we can see that the combined tax system is 
initially regressiveg with spending units in the first income 
bracket paying 2So1 percent of their incomes in taxes9 and 
those in the second bracket paying a lesser percentage of 
24o 3 percent in taxes 0 But g as income brackets increases, the 
percentage increases slightly until the top bracket where 
there is a jump from 2:7 oS percent to 360 3 percent0 fhe com= 
bined tax systems then areonly initially regressive and them 
progressive in effect as incomes increasee fhe reason for 
the change from a regressive tax structure to an. over all 
progressive tax structure when all tax systems are combined 
is due to the federal tax structure whiGh, from line seven9 
is progressive in effect above the $1©00 bracket0

Here important to the discussion of state tax 
systems is fable ¥119.page 919 fhis table presents a break
down of state and local taxes by type of taxs fhe figures, 
are expressed exactly as in fable VI9 page 89o lines one 
through six are the total amount of taxes paid by various



■ fAlILS VII
lISfEIlUIIOI OF STATE A M  LOCAL TAX PAYMENTS IT INCOME GROUPS 
.. . .. .. (money.amotmts in millions of dollars)__

Item Under 1 1

Amounts
(1) Personal Ine® Tax
(2) Oorpo Inc© Tax.
(3) Ixeises
(4) Property Taxes
5) Inheritanoe Taxes
6) . TOTAIi

Pereent of yield total 
(T) Personal Ine0 Tax
(8) Oorp© Inc* Tax.
(9) Excises

(10) Property Taxes
(11) Inheritance Taxes
(12) Total

Pereent of income
(13) Personal Inc© Tax
(14) Oorpo Inco Tax.
15) Excises16) Property Taxes 
(IT) Inheritance Taxes 
(18) Total

2 2.-3 3
Iraokets

7o5 7=5 and over

less than'©©1 of 1 percent 
Notes Abbreviations as per source table,

Total

9 32 ' 37 : . 91 331 499
15 39 72 86 63 79 346 699

217 545 1,056 1,267 886 1,003 t-'j 121 6,093
201 539 994 1,127 769 888 . 1 § 547 6g064

. 197 ■ _ 1 2 Z%33 17123 2,131 2,512 T7755 3#42 13,552

1 ©8 6,4 ; 7,3 18,3 66,3 100,0
2© 1 5o6 10,3 1 2,3 9,0 11,3 49,5 100,0
3o6 8o9 17o3 20 ©8 14,5 16,5 18,4 100,0
3© 3 809 16,4 18,6 12,7 14,6 25,5 100,0
3o2 8©3 15©7 18,5 12,9 15,2

$ KJk/ © v
26,1

t v/w 0 V 
100,0

* ,1 = 1 ,3
1

,3
o 4 o3 • 0 2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,6

5o8 . 3o9 3© 6 3o6 3,4 3,1 2,0 3,1
5o4 3o9 3©4 - 3o2 2,9 2,8 2,7 1,1

,3
11 ©6 ' 8,1 7©3 7,1 . 6,7 6,4 6,3 6,9

Tax Payments by Income Groups s A Case Study for 1948,“
snal9.Marchg 11 9 5 1 p© . 28, , _ ■
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spending unit income groups0 Line six* feeing the totals, is 
identical to line two in Tafele VI0 Lines seven through 
twelve shews the pereeht of the total collections of that 
particular tax paid fey different spending unit income groupso 
Line twelve is identical to line five in Tafele VI0 Lines 
thirteen through eighteen show the effective rates.of tax for 
each type of tax fey spending unit income groupso These 
figures will determine whether or not the particular tax is 
regressive $, progressive or proportionals Line eighteen is 
identical to line eight in Tafele Vis

The effects of each particular tax or spending 
income groups are that all state taxes are regressive except 
for the personal income tax and the inheritance tax0 The 
corporate income tax is regressive at first femt feeeomes 
slightly progressive in the higher Income "brackets0 Host 
significant to our study of the effects of exemptions and 
the personal income tax is line thirteen0 Prom this line we 
can see that the personal income tax is progressive 9 "but 
plays only a small foie in state or local taxeso The most 
that is paid of spending unit incomes over #75S© is six- 
tenths of one percentc When measured against other taxes 
and their yield per spending income bracketg the individual 
income tax offsets only a tiny part of any regressive effects 
as can fee seen from line eighteen^ The argument for a per
sonal exemption on the grounds that it will add to the



progresslTity of the income tax and thereby help t© offset some 
of the regresslvlty of the state tax system might be true$ but 
the aetual effects of the exemption on the ineome tax are only 
to exempt lower ineome levels from taxation and not to add 
significantly to the pro'gressivlty of the ineome taxo low 
rates and high ineome braekets' eause the ineome tax to be 
relatively ineffective when compared to other taxes in the 
state tax systemo It can be seen from line thirteen that any 
adequate offsetting of regressive taxes in the state tax sys» 
tern by the personal ineome tax can only be made by increasing 
the yield of the personal income tax and making the §>ereem= 
tag© of total tax yield by the personal income tax greater0 
Inereasing the yield and the progressivety of the personal 
ineome tax can be done most effectively by a combination of 
three, methodsa the exact combination depending on the circum
stances in each state tax system0 The state can raise its 
income tax rates to make the rate structure of the personal 
ineome tax more progressived gecondly^, it can lower its 
income tax brackets^ taxing lower incomes at a higher ratei- 
An example of this would be if lew Mexico lowered its highly 
ineffective four percent income bracket from the $1©69000 
level to some more effective lower level9 thsreby taxing more- 
incomes at four percent® The third method and one that would 
perhaps take the most study«, would be to reduce deductions 
and exemptions that seem to apply only to the higher income



grempso These three faeters will fee further discussed in the 
eemelmding ©hapter0

■ lerhaps if' ©he, is. g@img t© talk about the mnefmal 
hmrden of a tax system or of a tax9 he should not only include 
the tax or revenme side of the revenue expenditure pro©ess hut 
the expenditure site also® Whether a parti©ular revenue ex-
pentitmre oomhihatiom results in an ultimate net gain or loss

. ■' . ■ . ■ ' to the eommmnity tepents upon the halanee hetween the gains
ineident to the pmhli© use of resources ant the losses inci
dent to the removal of these resources from private uses 
If one is to argue for an exemption on the grounds of a re
gression offset he should not only include the total state 
tak. system9 hut the federal tax system and also the state and 
federal expenditure systems to see whether the net gain or 
loss to the ©ommunity as a whole is as it should he? whether 
the effects are of a redistrihution nature.or a different 
mature '

The eonelusions reaehei from this study are that 
if the revenue side of the expenditure revenue proeess is 
taken alone9 and if only state tax systems are examined9 
state tax systems are highly regressive in effeetc. The per-

^^Ihido 0 Pa 3o
^^Inehanan n 0p» .oit0, p 0 252o
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senal income tax is progressive M t  does not retuire as great 
a percentage of higher incomes as d© other taxes on lower,in- 
eoaeso Therefore9 in order to accomplish any offset against 
regressive'taxes: in-the state fax system, the personal income 
tax must he made more progressive in its effect on incomeP 
allowing it to provide a greater percentage of the total 
revenme of states.9 and the use.of this tax must "become univer
sal'among the stateso The fact that the personal exemption 
does add to the progfessivity of the individual income tax is 
trues, hmt the exemption cannot - he solely depended mpon to make 
the personal income tax "better etnipped to offset regressive 
aspects of a state tax system<,:

MTWA1 llfllHllAlTS ©1 SXllffiez P©1I©T
Tahle Tills, page 96s ilimstrates the aetmal deter= 

minants of state exemption levelso There seem to he two 
factors that are of relatively greater importance than other 
factorso These are a favorable tax base and compliance to 
federal standardso fonformity with federal standards allows 
for economies of eelleetiom'amd ease of eompmtation by the - 
taxpayero This has been an important factor in some state 
exemption policieso ©f greater importance in determining 
exemption levels is, the importance of the tax bases, or per
sonal incomes in the state0 When the base is high and can 
stand heavier taxations,. exemption levels are low and tax



TABLE H I I
TABLE ILLUSTRATING- TAX BASE AS ' THE MAIN BAG TOR IN ESTABLISHING 
, „ . „ . ._. .... EXEMPT ION LEVELS AND. TAX RATES :, , I960 , .

State

MIsso
La#
Masso
Iowa
Arko
N»M0
Ala©
Ga@
Galif© 
Mo©
Va©
NoGar© 
Sodar© 
Okla0;_„

Single
Exemption

Per Gapita^) 
Ineome “ - 

(nearest dollar)

 ̂ Per Capita^ 
Highest State Individual' 
Bracket Income Tax Collections 
. Rate (nearest cent)

FS900©
2 93©©
2 9 000
2g0@©(&)
1_7Ro(&)

1
1 ,200 
1 ,000
1 ,00©
1 ,000  

1 n Q0Q

pi ,162 
1,375 
2,444 
1 ,#53'- 
1 ,322 
1
1,- 
1
2,661 

2,145 
1,816 

1 
1
JLe_

6
(L)
4':
5
4
5
6
7
4
5 
7 
7
6

4 o02.
30o #6
13*1# 
5o58 
8 ©31 
10*08 
#062
17o21
8o#3 
19 o80 
20654 
13o23 
7o45

Individual Income 
Tax as a Percent 
of Total Revenue 

,Collected

3o9% 
2©8 

30 0#
I 3o8 
6q2 
5o8

11.6

9o9
II 06
12a©
26©5 
20 © 0 
13o5 
601

Ariz © 1 ,000 .1,959 4*5 5 082 6*1
Minn© i,©o©(a) 1,962 10*5 26*73 . 25*4
Md© 800 2,343 (t) 28*71 24*7
©ole© 75© 2,123 9 '.v 206 87 17*9
Wis© Y0o(&) 2,116 8*5 35*41 32*7
Ky© g3©(a) 1,51.4 6 16*74 22*6
NoH© 600 2,010 (5) 2*72 3*8
Befto 600 2,946 8 59 ©44 37*3
Ore© 600 2,171 9o5 54*20 45*5
Alaska 600 2,550 (L) 46*61 32*8
NoDak© 600 1,526 11 7*52-- 7*9
Kansas 600 1 ,994 5o5 11 ©35 11*6
Mont© 600 1,955 7 15*86 16*5
Idaho 600 1,782 9©5 30o97 29*3
Utah 600 ’ 1,848 5 18*92 15*7
NoXo. 500^ .. 2,736.... ..1©_ 46*37 38*6
Vt© 500 1,789 7 ©5 3©o57 26*2
Hawaii 400 2,139 9 45*53 23*2
Tenn© 1 ,321 (i>) 1 *50 1*7

Sources Compiled from.state, ineome tax forms and from Pacts and fflgures’ on Government 
Pinanee:

Tax credit states (used formula 2 ~ 4) 0 
^^Proportional rate0 
^c^July 1 , 1958 population figures0

V



rates are Mgkj, all©wi^g for more revenue to fee collected 
.from tke inoome tax® . .. ■

faile Till 8 page 96s presents various items wMeh 
point to the tax base as a major determinant of the exemption 
levelo #olumm dne9 single exemptions9 Is listed from the 
highest exemption to the lowest® The list of ineome tax 
states is then divided in half and then broken up into two 
groups to facilitate the analysis® Tennessee is emitted 
because it does not allow any exemptions® The two groups are 
states that allow high exemptions9 in this ease f1©@© or 
above for single taxpayers9 and states that allow low exemp= 
tlons 9 $8§© and below®

©olumn two9 per capita incomes 9 is the most impor
tant item in determining exemption levels® This column 
illustrates that in the high exemption group there are only :
three states that have a per capita ineome of ever $200© 
while there are thirteen states that have a per capita ineome 
of less than $2000® In the low exemption group there are 
nine states with a per capita income of over $2OO09 and seven 
with under #2#00® 0f these seven, five have per capita in
comes above #1750-0 States that have a small tax base allow 
a large exemption and rely on other taxes for their revenue® 
The opposite is' true with states that have a large tax base® 
The tax base is thus a limiting factor when determining exemp
tion levels®



QeliuBn three ̂ the highest "braeket tax rate ©f the 
personal income tax9 illustrates the inverse relationship 
hetween the exemption and the tax rate0 States.that apply a 
high exemptian and tax at a law rate (thereby collecting less 
revenue) <j thus protect the states low per capita incomes from 
direct taxation<> In the high exemption groups there. are only 
four states that apply a rate above six percent while there 
are eleven states that apply a six percent rate or below0 In 
the low exemption group/there are ten states that apply a 
high rate above six percent and only three states that apply 
a rate of six percent or below$, with five percent being the 
lowest rate 0

. Column four^ per capita state personal income tax 
oolleotiomsg shows that states that collect less from their 
personal income tax than from other taxes have lower per 
capita collections from the personal income taxj, and have 
higher exemption levelso This again emphasizes the impor« 
tanee of the exemption as one factor in determining state 
income tax revenue 0 ®f the high exemption group only three
states collect twenty dollars per capita and one of these 
three states9 Forth Carolina, collects |20e54 per capita 
from its personal income tax® Of the lower exemption group, 
ten states collect over twenty dollars per capita from their 
personal income tax and six states collect under twenty dollars 
per capita0 @f these six states, three collect over fifteen .



■ dollars-.per capita from their personal income tax0 ;
0olimn five, IMivi&mal ineome tax as a percent of 

total revenme collected, shows that in the high exemption 
group9 thirteen states collect less than twenty percent of '' 
their state revenme from the personal ineome tax, while only 
three ef this group eolie©t above twenty pereemto In the 
lower exemption gromp9 ten states eolleet more than twenty 
percent and six eolleet less than twenty percent of their 
total revenme thremgh the personal ineome tax® Of these six# 
states, three still eolleet over fifteen percent of their 
revenme from the ineome tax® The above means that states 
that eolleet a greater pereentage from -their, personal ineome 
tax than from other types of taxes apply a lower exemption, 
and states that eolleet a lesser percentage from their per
sonal ineome tax apply a higher exemption0 This again 
illustrates that the exemption level, along with the tax rate 
is a factor in determining the amount of revenue collected 
from the income tax and thus the ineome tax^ s position as a 
percentage of the statefs total revenue0

The conclusions that can be drawn from this table 
are that states with higher per capita incomes have higher 
marginal rates of tax, lower, exemptions, higher per capita 
income tax collections, and rely less on other taxes for 
revenue than states with lower per capita incomes0 A state 
with a higher exemption and a lower tax rate will collect a



. ' ' . ' . ■ . lee
lesser am©mnt fr©m its income tax,, The percentage of total 
revenme collected throngk the income tax is thms smaller 
feeearnse personal, incomes are. taxed less© This allows tax
payers more for eonsnmption and thus more for consumption tax 
eolleetions 0 The exemption along with the tax rateP is a 
tool to goyern the amount; of reTenue collected from the per
sonal income tax© When the tax fease or personal income is 
large it can fee taxed more heavily without causing serious, 
side effects and distmrfeanees, among the taxpayers © Therefore 9 
the exemption will fee set lower and the tax rate higher© This 
accounts for the negatively sloped regression line that re
sults when exemption levels are correlated with per capita 
incomes® A favorafele tax:lase and federal compliance rather 
than the protection of a minimum of subsistence 9 are the 
faeSSrs that tend to set the level of personal exemptions ©



CHAPTER ?

eOIOMSIOW

A CQil EI1MPTI01 POEICT ,
It earn "be coiielmded from the material preseated im 

Chapters II, III, IT that a good:exeaptiea policy is one that 
protects a miaimum of smMistaaee0, There are eertaia problems 
that are iahereat to the pr©teetioa ef the miainram of smbsis«= 
taaee® The largest problem is oae of measmrememto What 
shoald be included in the minimum of subsistence? If the 
state is to allow an exemption for age and health reasons, to 
what extent should the exemption cover these reasons? Also, 
if a state is to provide the same exemption for all areas of 
the state9 how should it provide for different cost of living 
factors in different areas of the state? ©ne attempt to 
solve the problem of measurement would be to establish a 
group of items that might represent those items necessary for, 
smbsistance under the situations allowed by the state© This 
group could be constructed in much the same manner as the 
consumer price index and could be changed as certain items 
were either added to or subtracted from the minimum of sub- , 
sistanceo It ©an be argued that the minimum of subsistance 
is highly unigue with each individual, and that any attempt

101



t© set £or& a staiLdard mimimim wemld place a greater burden 
upon certain Income groups 0 This might be true s however the 
difficulties in establishing different mlnimmas and the 
pcssl'ble side, effects that might he caused by estahlishlng . ■ 
different mimimums would mere than offset the gains resulting 
from the allowance of different mimimums of suhsistanee0 
It still remains that some minimum of suhsistamoe should he 
protected and that any attempt to measure it and provide for 
its exemption will result in greater gains0 Also s allowing■ 
the exemption of a minimum of suhsistamee is assumed to he 
far more preferahle than taxing this minimum and then pro
viding relief for those who harely have enough to provide for’ 
their minimum of suhsistamee before the tax0 It is also 
assumed that serious side effects could result, such as popu
lation restrictions without any protection of the minimum of 
subs is tamo e<, Any attempt to measure the minimum and to pro
vide for a tax exemption to exempt the minimum would be better 
than applying an arbitrary exemption that would possibly 
result in subsidizing some persons either directly^ by relief 
payments if the exemption is too smallg or indirectly, by 
exempting some incomes that - are greater than the minimum of 
suhsistamees, if the exemption is too large© ■

It follows that if the exemption is to exempt the 
minimum of suhsistameej, it must be made to vary positively 
with cost changes of the minimum of subsistanee© If prices



of items imelB.ded im the mimimiam rise9 then the exemption 
level should he adjusted to meet this changeG If the prices 
of the items included in the aimimmm go mp, the exemption 
level shenald also he made to increase9 increasing as closely 
as possible with the cost of subsistence,-, .

■ fhe argument for an exemption on the grounds that 
it will increase the progressivity of the income tax and 
thereby help to offset some of the regressive aspects of the 
state tax system becomes of lesser importance-when .one assumes 
that the exemption level should depend upon the costs included 
in the minimum of smbsistance rather than the overall pro
gressivity' or regressivity of the tax system^ Also9 the 
state tax' system may be regressive when using income as a 
bases, but when "the state tax system is included in the .over
all tax system of the nations, the effects on income are only 
regressive at low income levels and become progressive as 
income levels increase0 If a strict determinant of the 
exemption level is the fact that it should protect the mini
mum of subsistamce and that it should be made to vary only 
with price changes $, then the exemption should only be relied 
upon to make the income tax more progressive to the extent 
that it proteets the minimum of subslstanee,o It should not 
be increased solely to offset regressive aspects of the tax 
systemo Other factors need to be examined and possibly 
changed to offset regressive taxes® Another argument that



wcmld place less importanee ©n the exemptien offsetting 
regressive aspects is that perhaps the whole fiscal system 
should he.examined to see what types of harden results from 
state and federal expenditure systems as well as state and 
federal tax systems© fhen perhaps certain inequalities could 
he defined and adjusted©

The exemption should also he made at least equal 
to each taxpaying unito Whether the equivalent amount should 
he money or some other measure, can only he left to value 
judgements, hut the exemption should most certainly not 
increase as incomes increase © Assuming a diminishing margi
nal utility of incomeV the exemption should diminish in 
importance as incomes increase© Because a married taxpayer 
has a greater family or health harden than a single taxpayer§ 
he will have a more costly minimum of suhsistance to proteet9 
no matter how large the income© Therefore s the exemption 
should he allowed at all income levels©

AGflAl 1XBEPHQ1 PGBIOt
The examination of, actual state exemption policy 

shows no adjustment for cost of living changes © While, the .. 
consumer price index has gone up approximately twenty-five 
percent in the past eleven years, most states have not raised 
their exemption levels© Indeed$, many states have lowered 
them© A possible explanation for this inactivity and



doraward adjustment is tke trend of states matching federal 
ezemptien provisions= In earlier years most states allowed 
a greater exemption than the federal government0 Due to 
economies of collection and ease of computationg many states 
are modeling their policy after federal policy9 which has led 
to a downward adjustment of. their exemption levels®

After determining the possible correlation between 
per capita incomes and exemption levels it can he seen that 
any existing correlation is negative® As per capita incomes 
increase9.exemption levels decrease? exactly the opposite 
from what one would expect from an exemption that provided 
for the proieetiem of a minimum of suhsistance <, lo the extent 
that income reflects costs 9 the minimum of smhsistanee is 
more costly in states where per capita incomes are high and 
less costly, in states where per capita incomes are low® 
Therefore 9 the exemption should be lower in states where per 
capita Incomes are lower® . Sxempii©n~!ne©me correlation shows 
that this is not so and in fact9 the opposite, is true®

If the protection of a minimum of subsistanoe is 
not the determinant of the; exemption level 9 what factors do 
determine its level? It seems that the tax base is the most 
important factor in setting the level of individual exemp
tions®: Also $ states have been setting their exemptions efual
to federal standards® After examining tax rates 9 the impor-

. . . .  '.
tance of the income tax in the state tax system9 and other
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factors9 the primary determinant of the exemption level 
proved to he the- size of the tax hase, rather than the pro
tection of a minimum of suhsistance0

The provision of a.flat exemption amount to he 
deducted from net, income results in am exemption that in
creases in value as incomes increaseo When a taxpayer sub
tracts an amount from his. income the effects are to reduce 
the amount taxed under, the highest ratee Persons with higher 
incomes will have their taxable incomes reduced under the 
highest rateo The equivalent amount of tax relief for a tax
payer in a higher income group is greater than the equivalent 
amount for a taxpayer in a lower income group* This effect 
is contrary to a good exemption policy in which the exemption 
should at least be equal for all taxpayers or should decrease 
as incomes increase, assuming a diminishing marginal utility 
of income o. Most income taxing states apply a flat exemption 
which is not in compliance with the best theoretical exemp
tion policy*

POSSIBLE CHAISES POE A BETTER EXEMPTIOI POLICY
In the final analysis a justifiable recommendation 

is that state governments should establish some measure of 
subsistence in order to set, their exemption levels to pro
tect the minimum of subsistaneeo Assuming exemption levels 
to be adequate $ there should be periodic comparisons made
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with pri@e ehanges of goods included in a minimim of subsist
tanee $, a M  any adjustment to the exemption level deemed 
necessary to match'these ehanges in prices should be made 0 
As noted before in Shapter II9 it is the long term price 
ehanges that should be matched by the exemption level® Short 
term changes in prices caused; by declining business activity 
should not be matched by exemption levels o This enables the 
income tax to remain effective as an automatic stabilization 
device t© counteract any economic decline» Some may argue 
that because^state income taxes are small in comparison with 
other types of state taxes and federal taxes9 the stabiliza
tion aspects of the state income tax are of minor importance® 
But9 as state revenue needs increase and the state income tax 
is relied upon for an increased amount of tax revenue s the 
importance of the income tax as a stabilization device will 
increasee - In a period of business and income decline the 
reverse effects of the progressivity of the tax9 including 
the exemption9 will allow the taxpayer to keep a greater per
cent of his income for, eonsumpticn or saving purposes®

Also p in connection with recommended periodic 
adjustments to exemption levels 9 the exemption should not be 
changed too often because of the large amount of administra
tive costs entailed in. any ehange in exemption policye Some 
states have withholding provisions in which the amounts are 
determined partially on the number and amount of exemptions«



Any change in exemption levels under the one year income 
taxing period .' would necessitate changes in withholding pro
visions <, Shis womid make the determination of which exemp
tion applied to which period of time confusings if not 
impossihle® It remains that :some adjustment to exemption , 
levels could he made for price changes6

Shere should also he a change in the type of exemp
tion used hy most states in order to remove the inequality of 
the flat exemption provision® As mentioned previously 9 the 
exemption should he made equal to all taxpayers and perhaps 
should he made to decline in importance as incomes increase0 
fhe flat exemption does met meet this requirement® It is 
recommended that states use a tax credit type of,exemption 
in which the equivalent cash amount is the same for all tax
payers in equal family of health situations0 When Measured 
as a percent of income9 the tax credit declines in importance 
as incomes: increase^, there hy complying with one of the 
requirements of a good exemption polieyo •

The ahove recommendations are specific in that they 
refer to the exemption only® There are some general recom
mendations that cam he madeo The state tax system should he 
appraised and revised in order that the effects of the various 
taxes may he harmonizeds and that inequities in tax hurdens 
may he removed whereever possible® Many taxes in the state 
tax systems do tax the minimum of smhslstamee, and are



S&ere'by iaetiaitable® leearnse the meed for revemme meeessl- 
tates the use of these regressive taxes that do tax the 
mimimm of smT3sistamee;SI there shomld he more reliamee for 
revemme from progressive taxes and less from taxes that are 
regressive im effect® Where taxation of the mimimnm of suh=- 
sistamee is inevitable9 government subsidy must them be relied 
upon for assistance im the form of various types of public 
reliefo

The exemption.level should be set in aceordance 
with a state minimum of smbsistance9 dependent ©m marital, 
age, or health situatiohSo leyond this, the income tax 
should be made more progressive in effect by adjusting three 
factors: Allowing for, the decreased reliance 'upon• regressive
taxes, the yield from the income tax should be increased by 
increasing the highest tax rates, decreasing the highest . 
income brackets so that high tax rates will then be more 
effective in securing revenue, and by eliminating certain 
discriminatory deductions and exemptions that favor higher 
income groups® To the extent that these factors are adjusted 
so•that more revenue can be secured by the income tax, less 
revenue need be collected from regressive taxes® This allows 
family units more income available for the protection of . 
their own minimum of subsistance without their having to rely 
upon the state government to protect it® Thus, serious side 
effects that could result from the taxation of the minimum of 
subsistence are avoided®
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APPETOH A

PE0GE1WEE USED FOR REGRESSION EIRE OOIPUTAIIOR55

Bae formula used for the regression line is the 
same for an arithmatie straight lines

I = a + ' %  ■

fhe formula-used to compute the a value is?

I. o-'lx2 w

fhe formula used to compute the h value is:

H • |X2 - C|z)2 '

Regressions fotal Sampleo

a = 4,638,281o©25a0©©—  4,159,520,603,000
~72227%WTi%^ ‘̂ ^ToWTmTlor'

a a 478,760,422,©0©La,I $ C-ssJ 9

a = 2,401*87

   ...... Addison Heiwanger9 Elementary Statistical
Methodso g, fhe Macmillan Company9 lew lo'rkV 1956s pT~6l 6®
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"b = ,1!

222, 435TT
^©Qo425oQQ©r̂ fETTWiv

■b = °15T o421 .850 Tf572537B4©
1 = ==o7Q

Seleeted Sample<

a, = 1

a =2 13©* 858 o 788,950

a = 3 9 33©® 21
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